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Safety cited in traffic crackdown

Parking
violators
forced to
•
pay pnce
SLO NE H UTCHISON

See TICKETS/Back Page

Gwen Oyas/Photo Illustrator
Public Saftey Officers have
toughened their stance on
vehicle operation on campus.

officers have noticed more reckless driving and reckless
behavjor in the past few weeks
and 'in the process of doing routine traffic stops have managed
to give several citations for driving under the influence,
expired licenses and no insurance.
The minimum fine for running a stop sign is generally
around $67.50, which includes
court costs. DeVoss cautioned
that getting a ticket for runn ing a stop sign can mean
much more than just a trip to
court with your checkbook in
hand.
Depending on how a particular officer views the offense the

act of rolling through a stop
sign can quickly become classified as reckless driving.
"In a situation where there
was another car coming or
where a pedestrian could have
been injured a citation can be
given for reckless driving,"
Addington said.
Appearing in court for reckless driving can put a significant dent in your pocketbook. If
you are found guilty of reckless
driving the fines can be in
excess of $200 and up to five
points may be taken off your
license.
"People need to realize that
See STOP SIGNS/Back Page

Clinton camp_a ign rolls into Paducah
BY

C.D.

BRADLEY

VIEWPOINT EDtTOa

President Bill Clinton called for help "building a bridge to the
21st century" during a campaign stop in Paducah Friday night
in front of an estimated 17,000 people.
Clinton, stopping in Paducah during a two-day campaign bus
tour, remembered an earlier stop in the city. In 1992, candidate
Clinton made a speech at Paducah's Alben Barkley Regional
Airport the day before the general election. A nearly voiceless
Clinton told the crowd that day, "Folks, I have lost my voice,"
but if elected, "I'll be your voice in Washington for the next four
years."
He also recognized the Murray State University Band, which
had been entertaining the crowd who were anticipating the
arrival of the president and his entourage.
"I'm an old band boy myself, so let's thank the Murray State
Band for t heir great music," Olin ton said.
The pl"lUilJeuL aiB<. tnlAw ...-oo\:Ot -.tudent loa:L» dl1a -1 &ea.... f
attAmcting coD.,.. He propoeed a 110,000 tQ cledaatibn. for college tuition.
"' want two years of college education to be as
RELATED ITEMS
common as a high school
See Pages 4 and 5
diploma," Clinton said.
In his first trip through
tobacco country since
announcing FDA regulations classifying tobacco as a drug, neither Clinton nor any other speaker mentioned the crop. one of
the state's most important industries.
Clinton and his entourage did not arrive until 10:12 p.m.,
over an hour later than the 9 p.m. scheduled start time. He
called from Ballard County during a stop in La Center about 9
p.m., saying he was on the way.
Before his arrival, several speakers addressed the crowd,
including Paducah Mayor Albert Jones and Dennis Null, democratic candidate for Kentucky's First District U.S. House seat.
After the arrival of the bus caravan, several prominent
Kentucky democrats spoke before Clinton. Governor Paul
Patton, Senate candidate Steve Beasher, Kentucky's senior
senator, Wendell Ford, Tipper Gore, First Lady Hillary Clinton,
and Vice President Al Gore all preceded Clinton'e nearly 20minute address.
Clinton also spoke on family values, a key campaign theme.
He called for an expansion of the Family Medical Leave Act
which would allow people to take unpaid time off from work to
spend with children, and sick family members.
Clinton stressed the importance of creating jobs, highlighting
the 10 million created during his first term and also addressed
the new welfare refonn bill.
"It's all well and good to sign a welfare reform bill, and I was ,
glad to do it, but these people have to have jobs to go to,"
Clinton said. ,
He also said there was money in the budget to enlarge the
locks at Kentucky Dam, a long term project designed to let
barges pass through more quickly.

Gwen Oyas/Stafi

An estimated 17,000 people
gathered In Paducah Aua. 30
to await the arrival of
President Bill Clinton. And
like many of them, these
children patiently waited for
the President, First Lady,
VIce President, Mrs. Gore
and the rest of the entourrauge to arrive at the river·
front site. Although high
temperature~ long lines and
an hour wait for the bus tour
to arrive led to some reports
of heat related Illnesses,
most remained for the
President's
I 0:12
p.m.
arrival.

Murray State named one of the South's best buys
BY MANDY WoLF
NEWS EDITOI

Murray State University has
been recognized as the secondbest value among universities
and colleges in the south,
according to "U.S. News and

News

World Report" magazine.
In an article scheduled for
the Sept. 23 issue of the national magazine, the University
ranks second only to The
Citadel in South Carolina. A
year at The Citader costs
$9,792, while a year at the

University is $8,880.
tuition plus room, board and
The magazine which also additional fees, resulting in the
rated universities and colleges "best value" ranking.
for quality, will publish results
Also listed among the South's
of its study in the Sept. 16 top five schools were the
issue. The top 25 percent of University of Tennesseeschools in each region were Chattanooga,
Harding
rated for the "sticker price/' University in Arkansas, and

The Board of Regents voted to
extend President
Kern Alexander's
contract to 2000.

7

The rush of fall

Cherry on top

Anticipation, excitement and
emotion were the
cornerstones of Fall
Rush.

12

Mike Cherry and the Racers will
fight to keep the
.. Red Belt" Saturday
against WKU.
........-...................:::...u

Mississippi College.
"We are pleased that this
highly-regarded ranking of universities
has
recognized
Murray State University as one
of the bes t values in higher
education," said University
Pres ident Kern Alexander.
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College Life

Four more years

L

Lieutenant David DeVoss
said the new plan was implemented because Public Safety
officers who were observing
traffic two weekends ago while
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
students moved into r esidential
COU.fGf LIFE EDITOI
colleges realized that traffic
If you're in the habit of conditions around the colleges
rolling through stop signs on were very dangerous.
campus, now might be a good
"There were people going
time to rethink your driving right through stop signs like
they weren't even there,'' said
strategy.
Addington.
Since classes began last officer Brian
week, University police officers "People need to realize that this
have issued several citations is a matter of people's safety.
for running stop signs. The We don't want to write those
recent crackdown may come as tickets, but we hope that this
a surprise to those accustomed will s erve as a deterrent for not
to merely pausing at stop signs obeying stop signs."
rather than actually stopping.
DeVoss said Public Safety

Several ticketed
for rollstops

COL\.ECE LIFE EDITOR

Your last class of the day has
just ended and you drag your
weary body to the parking lot.
.AB you approach your car, you
notice something attached to
your windshieldJ flapping in
Lhe wind. Your s pirit lifts perhaps it is a love note from
an admirer.
It's a love note alri~ht. one
from P ublic Safety that just
cost you at least 10 bucks.
Whether you meant to or not,
you were parked illegally. .
Parking tickets are a common sight on campus, issued
for a variety of violations.
Parking in t he wrong zone, in
fire lanes or in restricted areas
are all violations that carry a
$10 to $40 fine.
Although s pecial vendor's
pennits are issued to certain
businesses s uch as Papa
J ohn's, Director of Public
Safety J oe Green said the permiLs do n ot allow delivery peop le to park in restricted zones.
"We arc usually a little more
lenient with delivery people
because they are just right in
and back out," he said. "But
flt.u.dcnl-6 shouldn•t trunk that if
they are parke-d in a r~stricted
r.one with their hazard lights
on that they can't or won't get a
ticket Haznrd lights won't
keep you from gett ing a ticket."
Grf;'en said par king rules
apply to fnculty, staff and students and that tickets should
be taken seriously by everyone.
"People tend Lo think that
they cnn just park anywhere
they want and then disregard a
ticket," he snid.
Anothe r problem is that
many students wh<J transfer or
graduate give their permits to
other stude nts.
"People who give their permits to oth er students should
be aware that they arc still
responsible for any tickets that
are issued on that permit,"
Green said. "It doesn't matter
whether they are a student
here or not."
Green said s tudents ·should
also be careful about lending
their car to others who might
park it illegally.
"We had a case a couple of
years ngo where a young lady
that lived in Springer lent her
car out quite frequently and
between herse lf and her
frien ds she racked up about
$800 worth of parking tickets
by the end of t he semester," he
said. ''Her parents were not at
all happy and ended up taking
her (')Ul of school."
Unpaid parki ng tickets, as
well as any other outstanding
fees, will result in grades, transcripts and diplomas being
withheld and wiU also prevent
a student from registering for
classes. Any faculty or staff
member with unpaid parking
tickets cannot purchase a per-
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

The Center for International
Programming is offering presentations about all available
Study Abroad Programs for
classrooms.
Students will get information about international progra.Ins before application deadlines.
Presentation day, time and
length will be left up to the
individual instructors.
Printed information will be
provided.
In the past Murray State
offered 35 international study
programs from 22 different
countries.
For more information call
Linda Bartnik at 762-4152.

Friday, September 6
•Meeting - The September Board of Regents will be at 1 p.m. in the Board of Regents Room in Wells
Hall. Committee meetings will begin at 10 a.m.
.Cinema International - Presents "City of Lost Children; 7:30 p.m. Curris Center Theater, for free.
•Exhibition - Pinkney Herbert drawing and painting exhibition through September 22.

Saturday, September 7
•Seminar - E-mail seminar, 10:30 a.m .. Freed Curd Auditorium, in the Industrial and Technological
Building. For more information call 762-6116.
•Rodeo- Rodeo roundup, noon - 3 p.m, Murray State University Exposition Center, College Farm
Road. Admission is $1 .
•Performance - Racer Marching Band performance, 7 p.m.,Stewart Stadium.
•Concert - The Beat Daddy's and Sould Out concert, 7 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater. Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission is $5. For more Information call762-4743.
•Cinema International- Presents "City of Lost Children," 7:30p.m. Curris Center Theater. Admission
free.

Sunday, September 8

'Classical Classroom'
For Murray State
University's public radio station, WKMS 91.3 FM,
September is classical music
month.
WKMS 91.3 FM will be
rebroadcasting "Classical
Classroom," an 18-program
series of 25-minute lessons on
classical music.
This program will be used
by teachers in elementary and
middle school classes.
The series will broadcast at
9 a.m. every weekday, through
Thursday, Sept. 26.
Each program will be accompanied by lesson plans that
allow students to connect real
life and the music to history.
A few things on the program
agenda are dance music,
instrumentals, choral music,
strings and the music of
Mozart and J.S. Bach.
Classical Music month
begins with a contest on
"Performance Today.".
This program is a two-hour
daily program of news, live
performances, commentaries
and reviews on classical
music.
Listeners are asked to define
"What is classical?" by writing
or sending e-mailing to
"Performance Today."
The winner of the contest
will be awarded a vacation to
London, England.

•Artist - Christian music artist, Bob Carlisle, 7:30 p.m., First Assembly of God, Highway 94 East,
admission is tree. For more information call 753-6695.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30p.m., Private Dining Room at Murray-Galloway County
Hospital.

Monday, September 9
•Meeting- Never Ever Too Old club meeting, 12:30 p.m., Ordway Hall Lobby. For more information
call Thomas Centers at 762-4486.
•Meeting - College Republicans, 4:30p.m., Curris Center, Barkley Room.
•Meeting - Campaign for Health Enhancement Education and Research, 7 p.m., Chamber of
Commerce Center, Highway 641 North. For more information call 759-2542.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 7:30 p.m., Private Dining Room at Murray-Galloway County
Hospital.
And y Le~ Senior Photographer

At the all-sorority labor Day picnic the Greeks banded together
to do the "Macarena" and celebrate the end of rush.

Working

tog~ther

The Counseling and Testing Center and Women's Center arc
offering many skill-building, therapy and support groups this
semester.
The General Psychotherapy Group is for those with "problems
ofliving" resulting from anxiety, depression and general dissatisfaction.
This group meets every Monday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
The support group for developing and maintaining healthy
relations will begin meeting Monday, Sept. 9, from 3 to 4 p.m.
The survivors of childhood sexual abuse support group will
assist program participants in learning how to build a support
system.
This support group will begin meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 10,
from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
Survivors of rape therapy group is designed to assist those
people who arc suffering from the after-effects of rape experiences.
This group will meet from 6 to 7:30p.m. every Thursday. The
support group will meet in room 300. Ordway Hall.
For more information or to make an appointment contact Jane
Etheridge at 762-6851.

STUDENT
TAILGATE PARTY
.................................................. ..................................-.......................... ..
Behind Springer-Franklin College.

4:30-6:30 p.m. Sept. 7
*D.J. and Free Pepsi!
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Tuesday, September 10
•Seminar - E-mail seminar, 5 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium, Industrial and Technological Building.
•Recital- Randall Black, tenor, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Wednesday, September 11
•Sale - The MSU Horticulture Club's plant sale in the Curris Center.
•Seminar- E-mail seminar, 2 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium, Industrial and Technological Building.
•Meeting . The MSU Quick-Recall Academic Team fall orientation meeting, 4:30p.m ., Ohio Room,
Curris Center. For more information call Ted Brown at 762-4543.
•Meeting - Newman House council meeting, 5 p.m. For more information call Tonya at 759-2228.
•Meeting - Young Democrats meeting, 5-6 p.m., Mississippi Room, in the Curris Center. For more
information call762-2707.
•Meeting - Overeaters Anonymous, 5:30 p.m .• Private Dining Room at Murray-Galloway County
Hospital.
•Meeting- Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting, 7 p.m., Curris Center Theater.

THurstJay, September 12
•Meeting- Murray State University Law Association, 3:30p.m., Mississippi Room, Curris Center. For
more information call Jennifer at 759-4311 .
•Auction - American Humanics Student Association sponsors auction on radio station 1130 AM call in
and place bids from 6-9 p.m . For more information call 762-3808.
•Meeting - Alcoholics Anonymous University Group meeting at 6:30p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
•Meeting - Self Help tor Hard of Hearing People meeting, 7 p.m .• Curris Center. For more information
call 759·2542.

Welcome Back!!
from the United Methodist & Episcopal
Campus Fellowships
Weekly Activities:
Come help
Tues. T-Room lunch
plan more great
11:30 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
opportumities for
Wednesday lunch
spiritual growth &
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
just plain fun
Bible Study 9 p.m.
6 p.m. Friday Sept. 6
Sunday Choir 5 p.m.
all students are
urged to attend.
worship & dinner
6p.m.

Women's Self Defense Class
. Learn Practical & Simple
self-defense techniques
against would be attackers.
Learn how to keep out of
dangerous situations & feel
more secure about yourself.
11

Knowledge is the most
effective method of
self-defense."

Taught by Jason Reynolds, who
holds two black belts in
Kenpo & Shotokan Karate.
For more Information call 767-9531
Every Sat. from Sept. 7 until
Oct. 26, 10 a.m. - Noon
Located in The Uncle Jeff's Plaza across from the Toyota
& Chevy dealer on South 641 in Murray

AL,A •

Come on out and get acquainted at the

RODEO.
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Saturday-- Sept. 7 Noon to 3 p.m.
MSU Expo Center
Introduction of 1996-97 MSU Rodeo Team.
Preview performance featuring all of your
favorite roping and buckling events.
Food.... Wagon Rides.... Ropiug Demonstrations ... Games....
Cow Chip Bingo .... Live Music.... LoJs More!
Sponsored by the MSU Rodeo Boostt>r Club.

Tickets are only $1 at the door. Come enjoy an afternoon of
western fun with the MSU Rodeo
Team and you will still have plenty of time to catch the Racer •
Football opener later that evening.
There's lots to do at MSU!II

ITheM~ News
Clause for concern
State

September 6, 1996

ljousing clause makes whole floor
accountable for one's damages
BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
REPORTER

Thi nki ng abou t pain ting a
m ural in th e hallway of your
r esidence college?
Thi nk again.
You could have tnor e than an
angry Mr. Fix-I t M an at your
door . A ccording t o the new
Student Life H andbook, "all
r esidents of a h all will be
ch arged as a group for damages
r esulting from van dalism ,"
Students ar e expressing different opinions on this firstyear policy .
"It will help keep things in
better sh ape," said Resident
Adviser T i ffany W eingart ner .
Others backi ng the policy say
i t 'in stills a r esponsibility to
r espect a nd prot ect t heir "ew
hom es.
Not everyone agrees. T h e
group b illing has som e students clutch i ng t heir wallets
clniming i f they di dn't do i t
their e n ot payin g.
L i ke many students, junior
Anthony D owns wasn't aware
of t he policy and r esponded
si mply, "I don 't t hi nk I'd pay,"

Still not sure if you w ould
pay? H ere ar e th e dollar signs
to h elp make sen se of it all.
To replace a dam aged door i s
$250. If a floor n eeds a new
water fountain , the cost is

$400.
The most common repairs,
paint jobs, cost approx imately
$600 p er corridor. Repainting
an entire floor could cost $2,400
out of t he studen ts' pockets.
"Sounds l ik e a good concept,
but it's j u st n ot f air," said
fr eshman Paige Ruoff.
Wendy Stew art, j unior from
Paris, T enn., and resident
adviser in H ester College, said
the RAs keep i nventor y of
lounge f urnit ure, computers
and oth er t hings like vacuums
and supplies.
"Part of t h e r eason for this i s
because people weren't speaking up when they knew people
w ere tearing thi ngs up/'
Stewart said. "If r esidents will
tak e r esponsibility for themselves, the r est of the floor will,

too."
O fficial s i n t he housing office
wer e un abl e to be r eached for
commen t.

NEWS

August 23
· 6:31 p.m. Eric D. Harris, a non-university student, was arrested for operating a motor vehicle on a suspended or revoked driver's license. Harris was
lodged in the Calloway District Jail.
7:00 p.m. Report of a group of males congregating outside Clark College on the south side, as well as suspected alcohol and marijuana use. Officers
found no alcohol, but did find a partial cigar laced with marijuana on the ground. No charges were made.
9:30 p.m. Officers responded to an auto accident near Racer Arena and 14th Street. No injuries.
10:35 p.m. Report of manjuana being smoked in room 118 of Clark College. None was found, but Fred Walker was found in the room and had been
previously banned from all residential colleges. Walker was arrested for criminal trespassing, 1st degree, and was lodged in the Calloway District Jail.
August 24
3:48 a.m. A resident was found passed out on the 3rd floor of Clark College. Unable to be identified immediately, but was later found to be the resident
of 118 Clark College.
10:10 a.m. Fire alarm sounded at the Fine Arts Building. Equipment running left a smoke odor in the air and the sprinkler system malfunctioned.
August 25
.
7:42 p.m. A citation was Issued to Alexander R. Bazirake for reckless driving In the Hester College parking lot.
August 26
1:14 a.m. Report of a male in Springer College. Nothing was found.
6:26 p.m. Ordway Hall - report of smoke. 3rd floor light fixture shorting out and the fire department was called.
August 27
3.:16 a.m. A false fire alarm sounded in the Fine Arts Building.
Three citations were issued for running stop signs in the residential college
and to Kevin L. Runions of Dyersburg, Tenn.

are~

to: Daniel Brown of Orlando, Florida; Lara L. King of Waverly, Tenn.;

August 28
6:03 p.m. Regents College - right elevator stuck on the second floor while occupied.
7:26 p.m. James Tibbs. non-student, was evicted from Carr Health Building, where he had been using the locker room as liVing quarters.
7:27 p.m. Hester College • fire alarm • Smoke detector on the fifth floor caused by a belt slipping on a washer. No fire was found.
9:24 p.m. Franklin College - a dumpster on the east side was on fire. Murray Fire Department extinguished the fire. No damage was sustained.
August29
8:01 p.m. A citation was issued to Diana L. Haggan of Bozrah, Conn., for disregarding a stop sign in the residential colleges area.
,
August 30
2:05 p.m. Gun Chung reported the theft of a suitcase, a Nikon 35mm camera and an Awaia tape player, total value at $530. Chung stated that someone took the suitcase while he was moving into Clari< College on Aug. 20.
6:15p.m. Citation was issued to Tricia A. Templeton tor reckless driving. She was speeding in the residential colleges area, driving through a stop sign.
8:48 p.m. A juvenile male was caught with alcoholic beverages and was released into the custody of an adult. He will appear in juvenile court.
10:30 p.m: Bradley W. Leath received a citation for running through a stop sign near Hart College.
11 :36 p.m. Shellie L. Gary was issued a citation for running through a stop sign in the north residential college area. He was also cited for operating a
motor vehicle on a suspended driver's license.

Governor commends
presidents in agreement

August 31
12:03 p.m. Jeana M. Hayes was cited for running a stop sign In the north residential colleges area.
1:37 p.m. Martin J. McGee stated he left his room in Regents College unattended on 8/29 and was gone for 10 minutes. Upon retumlng, he found his
wallet missing. Personal cards were recovered In Richmond College, but still missing are $85, a driver's license, video cards, and pictures.

STAFF REPORT

September 1
12:59 p.m. Officer responded to a report of prank phone calls in White College. Report is currently under investigation.
2:55 a.m. C&lloway County District Jail reported the arrests of Darrell Dycus for DUI; David Nobles and Todd Smotherman for alcohol intoxication.
1:10 a.m. A citation was issued to Laura A. Alvey for running a stop sign at 16th and Chestnut streets for failure to wear a seat belt.
7:35 p.m. Sarah A. Wight was cited for running a stop sign and not having vehicle registration receipt in vehicle.
9:06 p.m. Crystal T. Brown reported the theft of $60 cash from her room in Springer College.

Governor Paul Patton complimented the presidents of
Murray State University and the University of Kentucky for
reaching agreement on the use of the U.K. Crisp Center and
construction of a new privately funded facility on the Paducah
Community College campus. That agreement was signed by
Murray State University President Kern Alexander,
University of Kentucky President Charles W~thington, Jr.,
and Council on Higher Education Executive Director Gary S.
Cox June 17 in the governor's office.
Under the agreement, the Crisp Center will be transferred
from the University of Kentucky to Murray State by a 20 year
lease-purc;hase agreement effeetive upon completion of the
privately-funded n ew instructi onal facility on the Paducah
Community College cam p us. M SU will then become .responsible for maintenance and operation& of the Crisp Center.

September 2
8:13 p.m. Rachel L. Heaton was cited for running through a stop sign In the north residential college area.
8:39 p.m. Dean Daughaday reported the theft of fog lamps from vehicle while parked at White College.
10:41 p.m. Scott M. Walters was cited for running a stop sign at 16th and Chestnut streets.
9:19 p.m. Brenda McGarvey reported a snake in her College Courts apartment. The snake was removed withoul incident.
September 3
4:34p.m. A citation was issued to Terril. Oreskovich of Murray for Improper passing of a vehicle on the shoulder of the road of 121 By·Pass.
9:44p.m. A citation was issued to Antony J. Triano of Ewing, Ill., for running through a stop sign at 14th and Payne streets.
8:38 p.m. Fire alarm was.activa&ed on the fifth floor of Hester College. A washing machine overheated.
Information for Pollee Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray State News staff from materials available to ttie public at the Public Safety office.

welcome
back .all

SU Students.

We hope you have a great academic
year.

Tbe Murray State Mews
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Traffic enforceme nt:
a little restraint
never hurt anyone
'

It seems that there is a staggering increase this
semester in the number of traffic stops for minor
offenses. While no one could or would argue against
rules which make driving safe, it appears that the
line of common sense has been crossed in the name
of looking tough.
We want parking lots to be safe just as much as
everyone else. However, it only helps to disturb traffic if someone is always being pulled over. Everytime
ohe of us enters the residential college parking complex, there is always someone being pulled over or
already pulled over. Just look at Police Beat on page
3; it's the longest in memory.
If someone is doing something obviously potentially hannful, then pull him or her over. But all these
traffic stops begin to border on frivolity. Is there
really that many more traffic infractions occuring
this year? If there are, why? And if not, then why
didn't this supercharged enforcement policy go into
effect earlier?
All in all, there are bigger fish to fry. It's all a matter of priorities, and if this is number one on the list,
we have much bigger problems than a few dozen
people rolling through stop signs.

Congratulations,
band members, but
you deserved better
The ever-improving Murray State University Band
had the great honor of playing at President Clinton's
campaign rally in Paducah last Friday. They should
be commended and congratulated for recieving this
recognition and for playing well enough to show they
deserved it.
However, it could have gone a little better. The
band was pratically in a different time ione than the
podium from where Clinton and others spoke. Also,
they kept getting bumped in favor of recorded music
(If we hear "The Macarena" one more time ...).
Perhaps worst of all, they didn't get a chance to play
"Hail to the Chief."
. Why shouldn't the band at one of ~ese events play
the marquee song? This is something that should go
without saying. Even Clinton recognized the band,
although it waS~ probably difficult from so far away.
He mentioned that he was an "ol' band boy'' himself,
which would lead us to believe he should have
understood what a great honor and oppbrtunity it
would be for the band to play the song.
Well, the Clintonites didn't show any great proficiency for planning and management at this rally,
anyway. With that in mind, we'll just let it go as an
oversight. The band had bestowed upon it a great
honor, and deserves a pat on the collective back.
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I Introducing ... Me!

I'm C.D. Bradley, the new page already overflowing with what you think. It makes for a
Viewpoint Editor of the Murray profundities.
much more interesting and
Also, we have an op-ed page worthwhile Viewpoint page. I
State News. The Viewpoint
page is going to be new and beginning in this issue. This enjoy reading my own writing
To the editor:
improved allows us to convey more opin- (that whole ego thing), but
ED I TOR'S with me at ions and more views on more someone else might not. I can't
The Health Services' staff NOTE
imagine why, but that is neithe helm, so subjects.
wishes to welcome all Murray 1 - - -- - - 4 I thought I'd
Most importantly, we need ther here nor there. The point
State students to the campus.
let you know your help. Let us know what's is, write to us, please.
Our primary goal is to help you C. D.
what's going up on campus. If you like someYou can send your letters,
stay healthy!
BRADLEY
to change. If thing that is going on, let your cards, or nondeductible cash
We want students to be able .___ _ _ ____. you like it; opinion be heard. If something donations to The Murray State
to make informed decisions let us know. If you don't like it, infuriates you, send it on in. If News, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609
about their health concerns, let us know that as well. you think aliens are sending University Station, Murray,
and to take personal responsi- Remember, it's your paper, too. you messages about the return Ky. 42071, fax us at (502)-762bility for their own health.
First of all, you'll notice the of the mother ship, write to us. 3175, or you can e-mail us at
Aside from taking care of ill or "Quotes" box underneath this We won't publish it, but we msuview@msumusik.mursuky.edu. Thank you ...for the
ilijured students, staff mem- story. I thought I'd try to add a need entertainment, too.
To sum it up, let us know donations, that is.
bers are here to provide you few more deep thoughts to a
with accurate health care
infonnation.
QUOTES OF THE WEEK
There are nearly 10,000 student visits to the clinic annually and in most cases, students
I never let schooling get in the way of my education.
are able to plan their visits
Mark 1\vain
between classes. Each year, we
receive numerous requests for
A little rebellion now and then is a good thing.
written excuses from class and
Thomas Jefferson
we do not write "blanket excuses."
According to the American
If a man hasn't discovered something he will die for, he isn't fit to live.
College Health Association's
Martin Luther King
Recommended Standards for a
College Health Program, the
When there is no peril in the fight, there is no glory in the triumph.
students are responsible for
class attendance and the comPierre Corneille
pletion of assignments. We
encourage all students to communicate directly with their
professors if they miss class
because of illness.
The m~ority of professors
will accept the student's word
when they are ill; however, the
student may ask the professor
to call the clinic for verification
of a clinic visit. No other 'information will be released to any
one without the student's written consent. All conversations
and medical records are strictly confidential.
Please feel free to visit the
clinic for a.qy health concern
that you may have; you do not
have to be ill to utilize Health
Services. The professional
nurses want to encourage you
to make good decisions about
your health choices.
You may also call the Health
Line Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. to noon and 1 to 4:30 p.m.
at 762-.3809 if you have any
questions concerning your
health.

Health Services
is here to help

Roberta Garfield, MSN, CANP
Director, Health Services
Kathleen Price, BSN, RNC
Associate Director,
Health Services

Problems with
parking permits
To tho editor:

I would like to take this
opportunity to apologize to the
students at Murray State
University for the long lines
and inconvenience of obtaining
a parking permit. Public Safety
personnel worked diligently to
get permits in your hands, but
still we had some problems.
I am soliciting your help with
ideas to make vehicle registration more workable. If you
have ideas with solutions feel
free to send your thoughts to
me. If your ideas are workable
and financially feasible, I will
take a serious look at them.
Be sure to bang your parking
pennit on your rearview mirror
while your vehicle is parked on
campus (24 hours daily). All
parking rules and regulations
will be strictly enforced beginning Sept. 3. There is ample
parking on the MSU campus; it
may not be right at your build. ing, but further away.
Overflow parking is available
in the large lot at Stewart
Stadium.
Do not park on yellow curbs,
in fire lanes, etc. Enforcement
is on its way - park cautiously!

Joe Green, Director
Public Safety

OI,I.EGE VIEWS
Is t he Residential College system working for you?
Why or why not?

Tara Jones
freshman, Providence

Darrin Whaley
sophomore, Jackson,

Sarah Wynn
sophomore, Eddyville

There are more

The only d(lference

I like it because I get

people there ifyou

so far is that there

to meet more people,

are girls in the

however. I don 't feel

dorms. Sure, its fun.

as if I have as much

need help.

it:~

more

organized. It's a
whole lot better.

privacy.
Photos and interviews hy Jennifer Potter
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Death ·shows value of life
There is no greater pain than to
remember a happy time when
one is in misery.
Dante
t'

Rob Pitchford died.
This probably isn't news; all
kinds of people die everyday.
But I don't know all kinds of
people. I knew Rob.
I met Rob last fall when I
came here t<l Murray State, a
fellow freshman, just a
In
name and a
My
Soci a l
Opinion
Security
number to
most. But he
lived down
the hall from
me,
he
bummed cigarettes from
me, we shot
C.D.
pool togethBRADLEY
er. And now
Viewpoint
he's gone.
Editor
I don't
claim to have
been Rob's best friend. The
whole fourth floor of Richmond
hung out together last year,
and we were just two in a large
group. We weren't extremely
close, but he was a good friend ,
and he's the first perS<ln my age

that I knew well who has died. ly again, hug them and tell
I didn't believe it when I was them he loves them. He'll never
first told of what had hap- graduate from college, never
pened . I thought it was a joke. l get married, never have a kid
just couldn't believe it. I had call him dad. He'll never sit
called his room earlier in the outside on a beautiful fall day,
day just to say hi and ask about drinking a beer with his friends
his summer. But it began to under a perfect blue sky on one
sink in that night that be had of those days that make you
really died.
feel happy that you're alive and
A friend of mine put it best: it seems everything's right with
''It's like there's this whole the world.
I kept thinking about that
thing that Murray was, and
now there's a hole there that and I realized how lucky all of
can't be replaced."
us are. Call your family and tell
Rob was part of Murray to them you love them like you
me. I came here last fall and I mean it. Tell your friends how
loved it, the campus, the town, much they mean to you. We
all ofit. Rob was one of the peo- fight with these people all the
ple 1 met here and got to know. time, and we never know when
He was always around, usually we'll leave mad, pull out into
with a cigarette in his mouth traffic and get blind sided.
and that goofy pair of sunglass- Take advantage of this blessing
es on. I keep expecting to open you have been given. Sure life
my dorm room door and here sometimes sucks, but just
him yell "Bradley" down the think of the alternative.
hall at me. I keep waiting for
Above all, Pitchford was a
him to stick his he§ld in my good guy, a good person, and a
room and ask to get on the good friend. He will be sorely
Internet. And I'm only begin· missed by a lot of us. The world
ning to realize it's not going to is a lesser place without him.
happen, ever, ever again.
Goodbye, Rob.
All
I
was
thinking
Wednesday night was all the Any man's death diminishes
things we take for granted that me, because I am inuolued in
Pitchford won't ever see or do Mankind.
again. He'll never see his famiJohn Donne

.I

Columnist believes we're missing the big problems
Just a few days ago I picked up the
latest issue of Newsweek because it
had a distressed looking female on the
cover. and the word
"Heroin Alort" in
In
large block letters.
Yeah, I actually
My
read an entire artiOpinio n
cle from beginning
to end without
allowing my clicker
finger to h..it pla.r, sq,
I could watch the
cinematic. masterpiece "Mallrats" for
the hundredth time.
"Noochie, Noochie."
I have a few
good personal reaColumnist
sons as to why the
topic of drugs particularly interests
me, but we will save that for a later
issue.
Well, as my eyes perused the material waiting to read about how many
musicians (great talents to some) have
died of a heroin overdose, I was
shocked to see a survey involving
eighth graders. Remember, these are
boys who are discovering Playboy and
girls in training bras. The poll
revealed that since 1991 the number

of eighth graders doing crack is up 108
percent, and heroin 92 percent.
These statistics didn't really shock
me, probably because nothing shocks
me, except maybe seeing my mother
get out of the shower on occasion.
However, the statistics made me put
into the proper context the absurdity
of the current battle raging between
the presidential candidates involving
tobacco. AI; far as I know no cigarette
has ever immediately killed anyone,
unlesS' they fall asleep with"it in their
hand and burn to death. At least cigarettes allow the avid smoker to experience life while being slowly killed.
Smoking, the ritual some Americans
undertake as if it were religion has
come under fire. Or, maybe smoking
is taken u little more seriously than
the Almighty. Think about it. People
can go an hour without reading the
Bible or praying.
Recently the young adults of the
nation (you know the rednecks who
drive up and down Main Street in
pickups screaming because Faith HilJ
hit a high note) have come under fire
as President Clinton attempts to win
votes by saying that he will do his best
to regulate advertising and the sale of
tobacco products to minors (those
under 18 years of age).

Trust me, 18-year-olds have greater
problems than an addiction to nicotine
i.e. pregnancy (wrap it), acne, and
popularity. An addiction, which by
the way, is all in the.head.
In my glorious 23 years ofjust eJ:\ioying every second of precious air that I
can suck into my lungs, I find myself
caring less if others choose to smoke
cigarettes. Why? . Because it is the
choice to smoke if they want, just like
it is the choice of every' student who
sees fhe power tripping lady who"
places parking tickets on cars at eight
a.m. to ask her to explain why? In the
grand scheme of the world those cars
are harming no one. Now if she really
wants to be important she should go to
Somalia and cure hunger.
Choice is what this country is based
on and I respect that. If you want to
smoke the cancer stick to be cool like
"The Fonz," have at it.
l actually find it humorous as I walk
down the street and hear another
human being who once had flowery,
pink lungs wheezing and coughing up
some sort of phlegm (preferably greenish/yellow) and dep<Jsiting it on the
sidewalk for S<lme unsuspecting sole to
step in. When I see these people I can
only think "Hey, better them than
me."

Editor thinks campaign rally
should have been done better
As a voter, a student and a member
of the press, Clinton's campaign stop
in Paducah last Friday left me, to say
the least, disappointed.
This man is supposed to be the
leader of the greatest country in the
world, yet he can't
even muster the
In
staff to organize a
My
half-way decent
rally.
Opinion
We as the
press arrived at
the rally site at 5
p.m., acknowledging that with a
presidential visit
there could be
some delay, only to
find out that they
)ONATH9N
had lost our appliOLIVER
cation
for press
Editor-in·
credentials
.
Chief
However, this was
soon straightened out, and we began
to wait, and wait, and wait.
After opening the security checkpoint for journalists a half-hour late,
presidential staffers proceeded to
compound the problem by sliding a
senior citizen group in front of members of the media. The general public
was not supposed to be granted
admittance until after the press had
set up in their designated area.

This is where the next problem
arises. If Billy is supposed to be coming to middle America to get in touch
with his kind of people, how does be
expect anyone to know about it if his
staff doesn't allow enough room for
the local media in the press area?
Making the situation worse was a
staffer with an apparent Napoleon
complex and a need to'impress people
with his authority to tell you where
to stand and then tell you to move.
Nearly single-handedly, he made a
fiasco of the entire scene, ultimately
deciding to kick all student media out
of the press section. Apparently the
Clinton campaign has forgotten that
the media that serves the student is a
medium for a good-sized group of
potential voters. Granted we aren't
as la rge a group as the Baby
Boomers, so maybe that's the problem. Or maybe it was that this staffer
apparently had been given way too
much power for his oh-so-narrow
shoulders to bear.
Things soon died down and the
insult to our age group began to soften. But it was soon followed by a new
trauma - to the ears.
Of course, it's a campaign year and
the party's candidates and local dignitancs expect their turn on the platform. But for goodness sakes, it was a
Presidential visit, could they not
come up with anything better to say?

Lame jokes, followed by extremely
poor speeches, nearly dominated the
Clinton's warm-up party. And by the
fifth rendition of the "Macarena" over
a loud speaker, the crowd looked
ready to tell the already-late Clinton
to just keep the bus running.
Although nearly an hour and 15
minutes late, the President, First
Lady, Vice President and Mrs. Gore,
along with some of Kentucky's better-known Democrats rolled onto the
scene, bringing some relief to a
quickly deteriorating situation.
With the rather majestiC Ohio
River in the background and beautiful downtown Paducah filling in the
rest of the setting, things began to
look they would be OK. And as Gore
spoke, it even became fun.
B~t a nice back drop and a fired up
V.P. are just not enough.
It takes a lot to bring the President
to town, and it's hard to please everyone. But the Clinton campaign knew
that when they opted to go to the people. They've done this before. Sure,
you say, they're going to be late. But
why not just tell us that the rally's
going to be at 10? So simple, but obviously beyond the grasp of the vaunted Clinton reelection team.
These are the people who want to
lead our 'country for another four
years? Kind of makes you wonder,
doesn't it?

I was a kid once, still am· for those of
you that don't know me, and at the age
of 10 we (my friends and I) could
acquire as many cigarettes or oottles
of beer that a 10 year old could possibly want. Two beers and you're
loaded; this made for a cheap date
when I took Vanessa out to the park
for a few beers, followed by a night of
titillating excitement in my best
friend's tree house.
u The point I'm trying to stress here is
that Billy, or ..Bubba" as Letterman
would say, is portraying the tobacco
industry as the villain even though
they did nothing wrong. All they are
doing is giving America the option to
smoke, kids included. If the kids want
io smoke, let them. The world's overpopulated anyway.
Sure, in the long run they (today's
youth) may someday find themselves
hooked up to some bose in a hospital,
but that is the chance smokers take. I
can only ponder whether or not the
smokers of today will repeat the statement they seem to make their battle
cry," hey you are gonna die somehow
anyway," while waiting in agony for
the white light to appear before them.
Gasp for breath. In and out one last
time and then it's over. All the emotions we as human beings live for:

love, hate, fear, etc.... will be over in a
moment. Then the vice will be lifted,
because emphysema finally got ya.
Aaaaaahl
This is by no means an article trying
to make people think twice about
smoking because I don't care. And
neither should Bill Clinton. That's the
point.
There are bigger problems to be
faced by this nation, the one known as
the "Leader of the Free World" than
whether or not teens take a drag on a
Marlboro. That's a plug.
AIDS, starvation, hopelessness,
heroin and crack use arc just a few I
can think of. Why attack an industry
that supplies numerous jobs and revenue to the nation?
One final thought for the road. It
seems as though everyone has a problem, and every problem revolves
around each individual's upbringing.
Parents have become the biggest
scapegoats known to man, so why not
just give them the smoking burden,
too. If a teen smokes, it's the parents
fault. A simple solution to a simple
problem that has been blown out of
proportion.

Mark Dorr is a graduate assistant at
The Murray State News.

Get involved on campus
About a week ago, a Murray State News staff member came to my office to
ask if I would write a commentary on the importance of getting involved on
campus. I thought, sure, I can do this, no problem. After all, I was a journalism major on this campus some 10 years ago. And I have been working
with student organizations on campus for about the last five years. I could
surely write a commentary. EaJJier said than done.
For the next few days, I kicked around a few ideas in my
In
head as to how I was going to creatively stress how imporMy
tant it is for each student to find at least one activity outside the classroom that they find some connC(:tion to. I
Opinion
. could talk about the more than 170 clubs and organizations
on campus in a variety of areas and that there has to be at
least one of interest to any student. And J could talk about
the fact that students that get involved tend to stay
enrolled, do better in class, manage their time better and
overall have a much more fulfllling college experience than
those that choose only to go to class and then sit in their
rooms and complain that "there's nothing to do in Murray!"
) ENNIFER
But I won't do that; I think ru take another approach.
Y OUNG
As I was sitting in Lovett Auditorium Monday morning at
Guest
the New Student Convocation, it occurred to me that this
Columnist
new Class of 2000 has got it made. First off, they will be
the first class to graduate from Murray State in the 21st
century. That in and of itself will be noteworthy. But more importantly. they
are getting much more attention and support than any other class before
them. They are the first class to come into the residential college system, and
if ev~ryone works tqgether and gives it a chance. it can be something very
exciting and rewarding. Finally, they are the first class to have an upperclassmen actually attend their freshman orientation class each week and
serve as a mentor throughout thei.r: entire freshman year. They are excellent
resources for ways to get involved because they themselves are involved.
Dr. Vernon Gantt, the 1996 Distinguished P.rofessor, said it best: "Don't tell
me th ere is nothing to do in Murray, there's too much to do."
You simply need to find your niche, set your priorities and enjoy your next
four years. Murray State University can be the best friend you will ever have.
Be a friend back.

Jennifer Young is thecoordin.ator of the Center for Student Involvement.
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Atla
Dietetics
n;tajor feeds
Olympians,
nourishes
own dreams
for making sure
runners kept the
fruit section of the
station stocked and
Thousands ventured to fresh.
Atlanta this summer with the
"It was
easy,"
dream of catching a glimpse of Maxwell said. "Anything you
some of the world's best ath- enjoy doing is easy.
letes. Sophomore Patricia
Maxwell, who is quick to
Maxwell went to feed those point out that having grown up
athletes - feed them fruit, to in Murray did not prepare her
be exact.
for the chore of public transportation, lived with a family
member in Marietta, Ga., about
16 miles northwest of Atlanta.
From there, she would catch a
train, which carried her to an
area within two 11locks of where
she worked. The trip took
nearly two hours.
"The first week was really
hectic," she said.
But getting to the Olympic
Village was just part of the hassle. Once there, workers would
have to pass through a security
PATRICIA MAXWELL
check and bag check. Each perMaxwell, who is a dietetics son also had to pass through a
major from Murray, spent the badge scanner and hrnd scandays of Olympic magic working ner' before being allowed into
with Aramark corporation in the Village.
the Olympic Village, where she
Things didn't get any easier
supervised the fruit section of after
the
bombing
of
the pasta module
,
Centennial Park
The station was one of many either.
located in the main food tent
"It got scary
for athletes, coaches and spon- after
that,"
sors. It could seat 3,600 people Maxwell said,
and served as many as 34,000 adding
that
people a day, Maxwell said.
although
she
"' saw enough fruit to last me wasn't
there
a lifetime," she said with a when the bomb
laugh.
went off, some of
Maxwell, who was one of the her friends
youngest of several college-age
people co-oping with tl_le com~~
pany at the Olympics;

Olympics shine
light on senior's
career aspirations
BY AMY PONDER
ASSOCIATI EDITOR

BY JONATHAN OLIVER

EDITOR·IN-CHIEF

were.
"But I figured, 'Hey,
I'm here for a reasori ... "'
After passing through the security measures, Maxwell would
have to get into her uniform,
get something to eat and start
on her eight-and-a-half hour
shift, which ended at 11 p.m.
However, life wasn't all work
and no play. Maxwell, who says
she has been fascinated with
the Olympics since she was a
child, tells story after story of
the Olympians she met.
"You're there for the whole
experience," she said. "Most of
the athletes were like us they were just happy to say
that they were there."
Maxwell tells of a Romanian
gymnast who got into an argument over fruit with a track
athlete from another country
while standing in line. Then
there was the runner from
Sif\rra-Leon'2_ who has become
one of Maxwell's good friends
who she still writes to. But perhaps the most impressive was a
seven-foot center for the

Chinese
women's basketball team.
"She was the biggest woman
I've ever seen," Maxwell said.
''I'll never forget her."
Maxwell also managed to
attend one of the Olympic
events.
"I didn't care what I saw just
as long as I could say I was at
an Olympic game," she said of
the Women's Field Hockey competition she watched.
"1 also wanted to see it
because I knew it was a sport I
had never seen before."
Just like many of tlie athletes
she watched, met and served
while at the Olympics, Maxwell
hopes this won't won't be her
last experience at the Games.
"I definitely want to work the
2000 Olympics," she said.
And why not? She is already
an experience Olympian ,_ so
to speak.
"After having done this," she
said, "I think I can do anything."
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would like to
the 2000 Olympics In
ISvc:tnev. Australia.

She spent nearly a month working
behind the scenes in
Atlanta ...meeting the
world's best athletes
and families who supported their life-long
dreams, and gaining what
she considers incomparable
experience in the field of marketing.
Jennifer Jones, senior from
New Albany, Ind., worked with
Ises/Clarion, a sports marketing firm at the 1996 Summer
Olympics in Atlanta.
She was hired to work with a
group of interns which handled
the logistics for one of the four
$20 million sponsors of the
1996 Olympics, for which the
marketing firm was responsible.
"There were days when you
worked 24 hours straight but
the time didn't matter because
you got to see awesome things
around the clock," she said. "It
was a feeling I will never forget...seeing that many top of
the world athletes in one spot
competing for something
they've worked their entire
lives for."
Jones said it is still inconceivable that she ·was there
playing a role in the functioning of the Olympics.
"As far as I'm concerned the
Olympics is a once in a lifetime
thing and who knows if I'll ever
have a chance to go again," she
said.
Jones said she still can't
believe the number of contacts
she made in Atlanta.
"It's very important to meet
as many people as you can
because you never know where
that connection will be to get
you 'a good job in the future,"
she said. "There is absolutely
no way you can make more connections than you can through
an internship or co-op."

photo

courtesy of Jennifer Jones

jennifer jones spent time with
both
past
and
present
Olympians at the Summer
Games in Atlanta. He,.-e she
stands with the 1936 Silver
Medalist of the 4xl00 relay.
The 1936 Olympics took place
In Berlin, Germany.

In addition to the athletes,
their families, corporate sponsors and fans, Jones said volunteers played a vital role in the
"production".
"That's what I call it... a production," she said. "If it wasn't
for the volunteers I don't think
the Olympics would go on," she
said, citing the Opening and
Closing Ceremonies as examples.
For fans who attended sporting events from the Opening to
Closing
Ceremonies,
the
Summer Olympics is a part of
the past.
However, Jones
hopes that Olympic experiences will be a part of her
future as well.
Jones said companies like
Ises/Clarion are already sending representatives to set up an
office in Sydney, Australia to
work on the 2000 Olympics.
"I would love to be involved in
the planning for the 2000
Olympics," she said. "I'm going
to be checking into that
because I already know all of
the people, and I had such a
great experience th.fs summer
in Atlanta."

Thomas represents Antigua,
MSU in 1996 Summer Olympics
AIlL!
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,Getting to see Muhammed Ali light the torch was very
touching, and I just couldn't believe that Michael Johnson
could run that fast." -- Charmaine Thomas
tion and management, was blown away by the
level of competition at the Olympic track and
field venue.
Charmaine Thomas became .Murray State':;
"The Olympics are the greatest games, and
11th Olympic track and field athlete when she
just to be there is a great feat," said Thomas,
and MSU graduate Heather Samuel representwho will graduate in May. "Intimidation was
ed their native country of Antigua, which unitdefinit~ly a factor there because when 1 got to
ed with Barbuda to field a full track squad in
the starting line, I was wondering, 'What am 1
the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta .
doing here?'"
The two former Lady Racer track stars were
The Centennial Park bombing affected
the third and anchor legs, respectively, of
Thomas'
Olympic experience, as the explosion
Antigua and Barbuda's women's 4x100- and
was
within
walking distance of the Olympic vil4x400-meter relay teams. Samuel, a 1992
lage
and
she
was at the park the day before.
Olympian, reached the quarterfinals in both
Still,
she
enjoyed
being part of the cultural
the women's 100- and 200-meter runs. but even
at
the
Games
as well as witnessing
exchange
though the 4x100 relay squad set a national
magical
moments
like
Michael
Johnson's world
record, neither team advanced beyond the first
the
200
and
the
climax
of the opening
record
in
heat.
ceremonies.
Thomas, who has returned to MSU to com''Watching people and getting to meet and
plete her degree in organizational communicaBY MIKE 0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

know the
competitors
outside of
competition
CHARMAINE THOMAS
was
my
favorite
part of the Olympics," said Thomas, who collaborated with such athletes as women's 800 silver
medalist Anna Quirot of Cuba. "Getting to see
Muhammed Ali light the torch was very touching, and I just couldn't believe that Michael
Johnson could run that fast."
A volunteer coach for MSU's cross country
and track teams, Thomas is training for the
2000 Games in Sydney, Australia. An Ohio
Valley Conference champion in the 800,
Thomas hopes to qualify for the 800, an event in
which she holds the Antiguan national record
and MSU school record' with a time of two minutes and 6.36 seconds.
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BeautificatiOn program
keeps flyers off light poles
exteriors, windows and other
areas not designated for publicity.
MSU administration has put
"It's not a matter of censuring
a new beautification policy into who can put up flyers and
effect to protect the renovations information
on
campus/'
and improvements made over Robertson said. "We are not
the summer.
trying to prevent groups from
"With all the renovations on putting up information. We're
Winslow and other areas that just trying to encourage groups
have been made over the sum- to post things in the designated
mer, we wanted to make those areas and create some order."
facilities look nice," said Dr.
To compensate for the loss of
Don Robertson, vice president advertising space in restricted
of student affairs. "Many areas the administration plans
groups put up things and don't to put up two new outside bultake them down or use duck letins boards, one in the mall
tape which takes off the paint." area near the Curris Center,
The new beautificatlon pro- and another in the residential
gram will prevent organiza- area, near Winslow. There are
tions from posting flyers, ban- also plans to put kiosks in
ners or any other types of pub- many buildings on campus.
licity on light poles, building
The administration plans to

Bv

SARAH WtGHT

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOII

Regents ·extend president's
contract until year 2000
Bv jAKE BuRGESS
STAFF WRITER

enforce the new policy strictly.
Robertson said the restricted
areas will be monitored daily
and any flyers or banners that
are put up will be taken down.
Any group that continues to
violate this will be charged
with destruction of property.
Robertson said students have
been very cooperative with the
new policy.
"1 don't really have any complaints with the new policy,"
said Eric Travis, Publicity
Chairman for SGA. "They are
trying to beautify the campus
and keep it from looking so
cluttered and I think that's
good. I don't think it(advertising) will be a problem because
basically everyone knows
where to go to find information."

Danny Voweii/Photo Edrtor

Vice President of Student Affairs Don Ro bertson spoke to a c rowd of students, faculty and staff
during the residential co llea es ope nina cerem o nies at White Residential College on August 23.

Enrollment climbs after intensive
recruitment, retention endeavorS
Bv AMY PONDER

President Kern Alexander's contract was renewed until the
year 2000 by the Board of Rege,nts after a review last May.
"I cannot imagine a person doing a better job than be ia
doing,'' said Sid Easley, chairman of the Board of Regents.
The evaluation is given to the University president every two
years. The second evaluation is wider and more in-depth.
Even though moat 'Of the evaluation was positive, Nancey
France, faculty regent, said the regents encouraged Alexander
to slow down before he burns out.
Alexander said that it was a compliment to hear such a comment.
~<1 think it is a wonderful board to work with and I am e.z:tioying MSU ,"' Alexander said.
The evaluation took place in May at the last bOard Of Regent&
meeting for the school year. His two-year extension started July
1 and will end in the year 2000.
"This is very positive, moving MSU forward and especially
getting ready for the next millennium," France said.
Easley said the board was unanimous in extending
Alexander's contract.
Alexander began working here on July 1, 1994.
Since coming to Murray State, Alexander has implemented
sev~ral new programs, inch.1~ the reaideo.t.ial coUqe ay&Uam
and a new erew team.

HISTORY IS MADE

towards graduation.
Paul Radke, director of school relations,
said early figures indicate about 71.3 percent retention for the fall semester. This
estimate represents an increase over the

mobilized more people to recruit students,
Other efforts which have yielded substantial enrollment increases, include perEarly figures indicated an overall enrollsonalization of marketing efforts, he said.
ment of 8500 with a 16 percent increase in
"Our telecounseling efforts have enabled
freshmen students last week when Dr. Don
staff to project the personality
Robertson, vice president of
ofMurray State," he explained.
"We
recruit much the way that
student affairs spoke at the res' '
At this level our class rolls ore full, and the
idential college opening cereprivate universities do but
residence halls ore full...
monies.
we're a state university."
Although complete figures
Radke said the increase in
we hove the facilities adequate to
were still unavailable at press
applications
allows
the
handle our numbers.
time, Phil Bryan, dean of
University to be more selective
admissions and registrar, said
Paul Radke with the students that are
Wednesday that the University
admitted to the University.
''
is looking at a 10-percent
"At this level our class rolls
increase in freshmen students.
are full, and the residence halls
Bryan said this 10-percent increase last 10 years when the figure had been are full," he said. "We have facilities ade· would mean a 27- to 30-percent increase closer to 68 percent.
quate to handle our numbers.''
over the last two years, a figure which faJls
Additional efforts to enhance the primaThe increased enrollment of freshmen
a little short of the 34 percent the students is the result of two years of ry recruitment include expanding the
University had been predicting.
recruitment efforts, Radke said. He said incentive grant program to include metroRobertson also reemphasized last week one catalyst of the enrollment increase has politan areas such as St. Louis, Nashville,
that the new residential college program been the availability of University funds to Memphis and Chicago. Radke also said
~ benefit au students.
put together more competitive scholarship recruitni'ent efforts are targetlng areas
The University is working towards a goal packages.
such as Atlanta and Florida where populaof enhanced retention as it moves students
In addition, he said the University has tion growth .h as been seen.
ASSOCIATE Eorroa

Country Legends
Dance Hall & Saloon
R ock & Roll
& C ountry
Wednesday NightFree Draft Beer ALL NIGHT
· 50¢ Longnecks til 9 p.m.
Friday NightLadies Night
$1 Longnecks til 9 p.m.
Saturday NightParty Night
25¢ Draft ALL NIGHT

627 N. Wendell St. Martin, TN
Open 7 p.m. -Midnight
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Government cutbacks lead to ROTC closure in 1997
BY SARAH WIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Next fall MSU will be missing a few good cadets if the
government does not halt its
plan to close the Reserve
Officer Training Corps program
at Murray State.
The ROTC unit received official notification last May that
the 1996-97 year would be its
last due to military cutbacks.
Efforts by Sen. Wendell Ford,
(D,Ky.) to save MSU's ROTC
program has given the unit
some hope of additional time.
Ford co-sponsored an amendment to the 1997 Department
of Defense Authorization Bill
which would halt plans to close
the program for at least a year.
Ford is a lso supporting an
amendment that would require

the Army secretary to submit a
report to Congress outlining
the criteria and methodology
used to identify ROTC units
that are slated to close and the
plans for the students currently
in this program. If the bill is
passed the closure of the unit
will be postponed for an additional six months from the time
the Secretary of the Army gives
his report to congress.
Capt. Jimmy Jackson, ROTC
instructor said, he was not surprised by the closure.
"In the past several years we
have not met that commissioning number and that's what the
Cadet Command uses each
year to determine if your program is valid or not, and if it's
producing what the army
wants," Jackson said.
The program was steadily

improving,
and has had
tripling its
several
' ' We are the only University in Western
enrollment in
thousand
the
past
s
t u d ents
Kentucky that has ROTC. With our
three years,
involved in
when the clothe
proprogram closed, we're closing off the
sure notificagram.
tion ended
T h e
whole western sector.
''
the
unit's
p r ogram
Capt. jimmy jackson
hope of recovadmitted no
ery,
new
stu"It is really
dents this
sad because our camp scores and until the early '70s was a year in preparation for the clowent up last summer as far as mandatory requirement for all sure.
our PI' scores," Damon McNew, freshman and sophomore
The scholarship students
ROTC cadet, said. "The cadets' males.
and students who have already
For many, the ROTC has made a commitment to the
scores were higher than they
provided
a way to pay for school army, were given the option of
have been in a while. It seems
with
scholarships,
along with transferring to another school
like we were just starting to
valuable
experience,
leadership with their scholarships still
come back and get better and
and
organizational
skills
and intact or becoming part of a
they're closing us down."
support.
compressed program.
The ROTC has had a long
MSU's unit has commisThose in the compressed prohistory at MSU. The program
has been on campus since 1952 sioned over 300 army officers gram will take all of their

---------------------

EXPRESS TAXI

Welcome back MSU Racers

Phone: 759-TAXI
Murray Based

NAILS
Acrylics
Gels
Fiberglass

Back to school special
Good until October 4!

$30

00

Nail Connection

Homecoming is Oct. 5.

-Prepaid return trips from puryear.
-Extended business hrs. -Service up to 200 miles.
-Bus stations and airports included.

Welcome Back!

Homecoming Queen applications
due Sept. 20 at noon in the SGA
office. Each organization may
nominate one candidate. Interviews
will be Sept. 23 & 24.

Free Pregnancy Tests
(All services strictly confidential)

Hours
10-12 & 1-5 Monday to Wedn~sday
10-12 & 1-7 Thursday

@ LifeHouse

''[]f\jjou.'l. dlfa.u~ atf,e.n't !Be.comln9 r:Io 1Jou.\jjou. cSftoufd !Bt. t!.om1n9 r:Jo cMt.f"
J erel West,
Owner
211 Maple St reet
75 3-9560

ROTC courses this year and
finish their academics their
senior year so they can finish
out the program. Both options
have disadvantages for the students.
"All next year I will have to
do all of my physical training
on my own," McNew said.
"That is when you really need
training because you want to be
in the best condition before you
go to your unit."
The ones who will suffer the
biggest disadvantage are future
college students in the 38 westem Kentucky counties served
by MSU's ROTC program.
"We are the only University
in Western Kentucky that bas
ROTC," Jackson said. "With
our program closed we're closing off the whole western sector."

Tueeday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p .m.
later appoint ment
if needed

Care Center for Women

Homecoming parade and banner

1506 Chestnut St.- across from the I&T Building

applieatloas a~ illfl •ltlilable.in the

753-0100

SGA office.

AOII
would like to congratulate
its new pledges!
Leigh Ann Blanks
Natalie Boldrick
Allison1B

Keisha Lusk

McNutt
McNeil
y Miles
anna Moore
ennifer Morgan
Chelsea Newmann

, '1o,J .....:¥LL

Help
the
environment
For information on how to recycle on campus,
please call the Recycling Line 762-3183

Stacey
Heather L-l"'""''
Erika Johns
Jessica Jones·
Kim Jones
Kelly Jordan
Julie Krouse
Mary Liz Lafferty

Dana Thomas
Michelle Turner
Amberly Wallis
Catherine Weems
Lori Wilkey
Leigh Ann Willet

j
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OBITUARIES

Harry Sparks, president emeritus,
dies; ·served long career at MSU
went to Russell High School in degrees from Murray State,
1941 a.'! principal and left in Union College, Morehead State
1944 to enlist in the U.S. Navy. University
and
Eastern
Harry M. Sparks, 88, presi- He became principal of Kentucky University; and was
dent emeritus of Murray State Mayfield High School in 1947.
named "Man of the Year" in
University, died at 11:30 p.m.
He received his early educa- 1970 by the Murray Chamber
Monday, May 20, at Murraytion in the Mt. Vernon (Ky.) of Commerce.
Galloway County Hospital.
public schools. He attended
He served as an educational
Born in Rockcastle County, Bethany College in West consultant to the Republic of
Ky., July 27, 1907, he was the Virginia and received an A.B. West Germany in 1964. In
son of the late Robert A. degree with cum laude honors 1971, he was presented the
Sparks and Lena Bently from
Transylvania
Outstanding
Sparks.
University
in
Civilian
Sparks began his long career Lexington, Ky. He comService Award
at Murray State in 1948, serv- pleted both the masby the U.S.
ing fl.rst as professor and then ter's and
Army.
He
doctoral
chairman of the Department of degrees
at
the
served as conEducation.
sultant on eduUniversity
of
cation to the
After 15 years on the faculty, Kentucky.
he took a leave of absence and
Ke n t u ck Y
His military service
served as Superintendent of in the Navy extended
Legislature and •
Public Instruction for the from
represented the
June
1944
SPARKS
cause of public
Commonwealth of Kentucky through 1946. He was
education
from 1964 to 1968. On Jan. 8, stationed at the 7th
before
various
congressional
1968, he became president of Naval District Headquarters in
groups
in
Washington,
D.C.
Murray State University, serv- Miami, with the rank of lieuing until his. retirement in tenant commander.
Upon his retirement from
1973.
Murray
State, the Harry M.
As a recognized leader in
Sparks began his long and public education, Sparks Sparks Distinguished Lecture
distinguished career of service received many honors and Series was established in his
in education in 1930 in the awards. He was president of honor. One of the University's
Breckinridge County Schools. the
Kentucky
Education administrative buildings bears
He taught, coached and was Association in 1960; named n his name.
principal and superintendent. Distinguished Alumnus by the
A member of First United
McDaniels Elementary School University of Kentucky and Methodist Church, he served
was his flrst assignment, then Transylvania
University; on the administrative board
Hardinsburg High School and received honorary doctoral and was Sunday School superIrvington High SchooL He then
STAFF REPORT

Pitchford and Patsy Hill
Pitchford of Alvaton; a brother, Duncan Pitchford of
Danville: a grandfather, John
Pitchford of Scottsville; and
two grandmothers, Chloe
Pitchford of Scottsville and
Hilda Hill of Huntsville, Ala.

Julian Chad Elliott
Julian Chad IWiot, 21 , of
Greenville, died nt a :34 a.m.
on May 12.
Elliott was a gra duate of
Muhlenburg South High
School. He was a j unior nt
Murray State University.
He is survived by his parents: LarrY and Charlotte
Ann Elliott of Greenville; one
sister, Heather Elliott of
Greenville; and grnndmothcrs, Cordie M. Johnson and
Majie L. Elliott, both of
Greenville.
~'uneral services were held
by Wesley Chapel A.M.E.
Zion Church in Greenville.
Sons Funeral Home in
Madisonville prepared
arrangements for the funeral.

intendent. He also ~ught the
Gleaners Sunday School class
for more than 20 years.
Sparks was well known as a
humorist and as one of
Kentucky's best and most popular speakers.
Survivors include his wife,
Lois Ogden Stiles Sparks; two
sons, Harry M. Sparks, Jr. and
his wife, Carol, Fort Thomas,
and Phillip S. Sparks and wife,
Kathryn, Nashville, Tenn.;
four
grandchildren,
Jill
Ethington
and
husband
Shannon, Lexington, Harry M.
Sparks ill, Hollywood, Brigitte
Sparks, British West Indies.
and Jerome Sparks and wife
Lisa Cincinnati· two brothers
Rob~rt Sparks ' and Willia~
Sparks, Lexington.
Preceding him in death were
a daughter, Susan N. Sparks
Nutter; two sisters, Elizabeth
William and Margaret Craig;
and a brother, Bentley Sparks.
Funeral arrangements were
handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home, Murray.
A scholarship has been
established at Murray State
University honoring Sparks.
Memorials can be mailed to the
MSU Foundation, Murray
State University, P.O. Box 9,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Lemound Quarles
Lemound Quarles, 23, of
Hopkinsville, died at 3:30
a.m. on May 12.
A Hopkinsville native,
Quarles was a student of
Murray State University.
Services were held at
Durrett Avenue Baptist
Church, where Quarles was a
member.
Quarles is preceedcd in
dealh by his mother, Betty
Bu:ssP.ll Quarles.
He is survived by his
father, James Allen Quarles,
of Crofton; five brothers:
Robert Bussell of Stone
Mountain, Ga; Robert
Quarles of Atlanta, Ga.; and
'l'yrone Quarles, Maurice.
Quarles and James Quarles
Jr., all of Hopkinsville; two
s isters: Annetta Pittman of
Hopkinsville and Sanonna
Artis of Oak Grove; his
maternal grandparents,
Clarence and Ethel Bussell
of Hopkinsville; and a paternal grandfather, Allen
Quarles of Hopkinsville.

Robert Hill Pitchford
Sophomort! Robert Hill
Pitchford, 19, of Alvaton,
died nt 10:30 p.m. on August
23 at Univeriflty Hospit.al in
Louisville.
A &wling Green native,
Pitchford attended
Greenwood High School.
l<'uneral arrangements
were made by J.G. Kirby and
Son Funeral Chnpel.
He is .~urvivedby his mother and father, John R.

Senator for
the College of
..r.2tEducation-t?
~~
one
position available.

DUSTY'

Applications in SGA office.
Application deadline- Sept. 23 noon
Interviews
Sept. 25 Sp.m.

would like to congratulate
its new pledges!
Lesley Pressley
Amy Cloe
Gretchen Keyser
Jo Beth Watkins
Paulette Lohman
Jaime Burnett i:
Jennifer(
Smith
r,"::
Leshia;Starks ,
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Wednesday Sept. 11
at the Pike Lodge
$3 at the door

B~j:hASpradling

Ashlea McLerran
Mandy Roby
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EncafHite
...,.. ,' .. :~~:.:: M""-::
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Dancr··Blankenship ,. ·
Heather Hodge ...
Brooke ~~PrYnia~l,..~ :_.~, .: · : ·
:1 ;
i
._ .h . ;:
J oy M111~S ·< ,-.- -> , ..
Jennifer Renfroe
·
Ashley Bowles
Gina Turner
"'
Krista Zinsch~ag
Kristen Crew("
Sara Rivers;:. · .. ·
Lisa Highfil ·
Robin Lasher
~

Angela Ishmael
Donna Parrish
Joni Hyde
.Ashley Calhoun
.. K.eely Po lzynski
, En1ily
1-leppler
,
Jennifer Freeman
Eljz'abeth Stanley
A·nna llawkins
"· , 'Jjlfl~owes
I

.

•

Juiie Woodrome

Jenny ~Hiot
Andrea ,l~~iv.ey
Tina How.k·.~

I

Sherry Patrick
Angela ~1\tchem
Keri Bazzeil
Headier O'Neill
Jamie Moses
Emil¥ Yonts
Rhonda Keel
Brittany Bean
Kamala Walker
Jennifer McKendree
Nicole Ramey · ;.
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Food Services

t

When you feel the
need for nourishment
and whether by chance
or choice you eat on
campus there are several
options.
Murray State operates eight food service
facilities. Winslow Dining
Hall is located in the
middle of the residential
complex. Most of the students who use the cafeteria have meal tickets, but
Winslow is open on a
cash basis to all students.
Fast Track, located
in the north end of
Winslow cafeteria, Hart
Deli, in Hart Hall, and
Pony Express, located in
White Hall all offer a
variety of fast foods.
Items may be purchased
with a meal ticket,
declining balance or with
cash.
·
The Curris Center
houses the
Thoroughbred Room,
Long john Silver's, the
Sugar Cube and
Freshen's Premium
Yogurt. The T-Room
offers a hot Une, salad
bar and grill items The
Sugar Cube offers a variety of bakery products
Board plans,
declining balance and
cash can be used at most
facilities. However, only
Declining Balance and
cash may be used at the
Sugar Cube, Long john
Silver's and Freshen's.

'
...1 -..,...-----,
'-ampus
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That's a

Whether you are a eshman, a returning upperclassman, or a transfer student there are a few things
you need know about life at
urray State University.
This first College Life section is dedicated to bringing
you that information which
may make your life easier
at this haven of learning
you will call home.

1 Numbers to
I
Kn~w

IPotue

University Health
Ser,ices
Health services is located on the ground
level of Wells Hall. The clinic is open for student
visits from 8 to I I :30 a.m. and from I to 4 p.m.
on weekdays when classes are in session. However,
the clinic is closed after I I :30 a.m. each
Wednesday for health education presentations at
other sites on campus.
University Health Services include health
education, health promotion, health maintenance,
health history and physical assessment, first aid,
routine clinical laboratory procedures such as
throat and urine cultures, test for anemia, pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases and
treatment for illness.
A student health fee is included in the activities fee so all students that pay the fee are eligible for services at t_he cli~ic. Your ID car;.w~
be requested and should be available.

call 91 I to report:
• Theft
• ':A..ssault
• Suspicious person
. • Bornb Threat
• Medical Emergency
• Fire

Some Special and
Traditional Events

6ts2

I Psychological-center
2504
1university Attorney 3399 I
1President's Office 3763
ISecurity Office
1701
ISchool Relations
2896
Murray State News 4468
1MSUTV
4661
lwKHS
4359
IHoulin1 Office
IResldentlat Colleps
.Clark
2137
Elizabeth

IFr.ankUn
IHart
1Hester
IRegents
RJchmond

6284

2298
4000

2395
2628
2136

lsprfnger
IWhfte

2236
4158

1w~

3826

I Departments
Accoundng
I_,~lture

4 I 93
3317
·~
37. .
IBiologlcY Sciences 2786
IChemlltr'y .
2584
Computer Studies 2094
•Economics a Finance
I
4188
tEiementary & Secondary
IEducadon
2508
Engineering Technology
•
3393
IEnJIIsh
240 I
tforelp Languages 2501 1
IGeosciences
2591
Graphic Arts Technology
•
3394
IHistory
1231
tHome Economics 3387
tndilstrlal Arts Education
1
3392
ljoumallsm & Mass
IComunlcadons ' 2387
IUb~ry Science
2291
IManagement & Markedng
6196
IMathematlcs
2311
IMIIitary Science
3746
1Music
4288
Nursing
2193
1Office Administtatlon &
lausiness
4185
IPhllosophy & Religious
IStudies
2405
Physics & Astronomy
• 2993
IPolitical Science & Legal
IStudles
2661
IPsychology
2851
IRecreatlon & Physical
Fitness
6188
lsociology, Anthropology &
ISocial Work
2506 I
ISpecial Education 6802 1
Speech, Communicadons I
• & Theater
4483.J

Homecomin&- a notable and colorful
campus event it features a parade,
tent city, several open houses and
receptions, dances reunions and special observances and, of course, the
football game.
Family Weekend-features special
activities for families of Murray State
students.
The Han&in& of the Green- features a
musical ceremony to kick off the
Christmas season.
Campus Li&hts- is an all-student
musical production presented each
February.
All Campus Sin&· various campus
organizations compete in this event and vie for trophies.
Sprin& Week- is meant to provide a break from the end of term
anxieties. The week includes many recreational and social events.
Senior Breakfast- this marks the end of an era of the University's
senior class.The Senior Breakfast features food, entertainment,
speeches amd awards.
Honors Day- held each May, Honors Day is a time set aside for the
University to pay tribute to student achievement.
Greek Week- a celebration of Greeks on campus.
Great Be&innin&s- is a week-long series of events to welcome
entering freshmen and transfer students.
Founders Day"' is a celebration by faculty, staff and students to
commemorate the founding of Murray State University in '1922..

L-------

B.my Johnson/Guest
(Above) Three students take a respite from mov·
· irig in by resting on the steps outside Hart Hall.
(Top right) Murray State residence halls were at
Ill percent capacity when the halls opened, mak·
ing the moving process hectic for students like
freshman Tal-Ann Forte' (right), who found assistance from a shopping cart as well as from her
mother Bernice Houle (middle) and her boyfriend
(left). (Right) Students then rushed to get their
books for the fall semester at Bradley Book Co.

I

ICampus Pollee
2221 I
llnfomatlon Services 27981
Lady 753-63631
1weather
2546 I
Financial Aid
• Post Oftice
4392
3500 I
IRacer Touch
3741 1
IAdmissions
sports lnfonnatlon 4270 1
1Athletic Ticket Sales
•
4895
ICashler
4438
IDali-a-menu
3456
Operator
0
1campus
Health Services
3809
•Curris Center
6921
lunverslty Store
6992
ILlbrary .
llnfonnation
2053
Circulation Fines
4990
• Director's Office
2291

The Murray State University Public Safety Department operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week with a
professionall trained body of law enforcemnt officers and support staff. Officer conduct vehicle and foot
patrols on campus and are charged with the enforcement of state and local laws, as well as University policies
and regulations.
MSU law enforcement officers have the same authority as other police officers. They must sucessfully
complete I 0 weeks of police academy training in the law, arrest procedures, driving skills, firearms and physical fitness. They are certified by the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council.

call 2222 to request:
• Motorist assistance
• Racer patrol escort services
• Officer assistance f'or special
events
• Identification of' personal
property

1

Gwen Dyas/Stafi

llbe
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Rockin' from the South

Beat Daddys cut live album here
Bv jENNIFER

POTTER

A SSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Larry Grisham, formerly of Cadiz, will
return to the area on Saturday, as lead
singer of the Beat Da ddys.
Grisham described th e band as
"Southern rock and blues with an a ttitude."
They will perform a nd record a live
album at 7 p.m. on Saturday in Robert
.Johnson Theatre in the Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
The concert is sponsor ed by WKMS,
Murray State's public r adio station .
Tickets are available for $5 at the door.
"I'm really looking forward to it (the concert)," Grisham said. "The guys are really
pumped up. We'll get to see all our friends,
and it's great to record an album in such a
comfortable environment."
Since Grisham's mother still lives near
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Cadiz, she will also be in the audience.
Grisham and the Beat Daddys are now
based in J ackson, Miss., and have two CDs
out on the Waldoxy label, "No We Ain't
from Clarksville" and "South to
Mississippi."
Both albums have done well on the music
charts with "South to Mississippi" receiving five-star reviews.
Grisham described their music as a "potpourri of blues, rock n' roll and southern
rock."
"It's great crossover music," he said. "We
have fans of all ages, not just older people
or younger people."
The group has been touring extensively.
Last week they co-headlined a festival in
Birmingham, Ala., and after the concert
here, they will perform throughout Texas.
They have also toured overseas and were
in Korea when the Gulf War broke out in
1991. Another planned tour has been put
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:Re5tau.rant
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
Everyday - 6 a.m. ' til 11 a.m.
*2 eggs *Bacon or Sausage
*Hash Browns *Biscuits & Gravy

ONLY

$1.85

on hold because of conflict in the Middle
East.
Grisham said the group has not gotten
their big break yet, but they are still work·
ing hard to make it.
In addition to the live album, Grisham
s aid he would also like to record the concert fot· their video, but that idea is still in
the works. Nevertheless, he is pleased to
be performing in the smaller Johnson
Theatre because he said recording in a
large theater iR more difficult.
Grady Kirkpatrick, of WKMS, said the
s tation chose Johnson Theatre after a successful concert there last January.
"It doesn't hold a great number of people,
but is has good sound." he said.
Grisham said he's looking forward to
coming home and added that the new
album might be titled "Live at Murray
State" or something similar .

Applications in SGA
office. Deadline
Sept. 20 af noon.
Candidate meetings
Sept. 20 at 3:30 p.m.

NOON

in The Barkley Room.

BUFFET

Elections Sept. 30 in

*Meats *Vegetables
*Salads *Homemade Rolls

ONLY

$3.95

Amy Ponder/ Associate Editor

Summer 0 counselors j am es Eason and Meredith Major get
into the spirit of things at the Summe r 0 dance.

Two Senator
Positions AVailable

Don't Miss Our ..•

11 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.

GROOVIN'

the Curris Center

.

8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
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Remember

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Grandparent's
Day

Jason Dick

Sunday!

From your friends at
The Murray State News!

The Murray State News
WANTS YOU!
Come out and volunteer for a variety of positions.
If you have any interest in journalism, advertising, photography, or sales,
then please come out and volunteer.
The experience you will gain is invaluable.

First meeting is Monday, Sept. 9 at 4 p.m.
in Wilson Hall Rm. 213 .
J
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Rush: anxiety, thrills, sisterhood
Fall sorority rush began the semester with a bang for the 200 women wanting to go greek
waited patiently to receive
their fonnal invitations to join
a specific .sorority. Rushees
received their invitations: also
referred to as bids, on Sept. 1st.
in the Curris Center dance
lounge. From there, nearly 200
excited, screaming ladies ran to
join their new sorority sisters
at one of five houses on campus:
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha
Sigma Alpha a nd Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
Jill Collignon, a freshman
from Sorgho, was thrilled to
find that her new Greek home
would be Alpha Omicron Pi.
"' am so excited to be here,"

Bv K AnE THOMAS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Their palms were sweaty and
their hearts pounded. The
anticipation was so th ick it
could have been cut with a
knife. The nervous chit chat of
excited rushees ran throughout
the room as each girl held the
ma(,ric envelope in her shaky
hand. The envelope that held
the answer to a week long question: Which sorority would it
be?
After five days of the Murray
State University Panhellenic
fall formal sorority rush,
approximately 200 women

said Collignon as she bugged a
new sister. "I wanted to be an
AOPi and I am excited th at
they wanted me. This is really
great. Most of my closest
friends I made during rush also
went AOPi, so we are all sisters
now."
As Collignon began her rush
experience at Murray State,
she really did not know what to
ex}Sect, just like many other
rushees.
"The whole experience was a
lot of fun," Collignon said. "It
was a great way to meet people,
to talk to them a nd get to know
the people who would be my
future sisters. l thought it was

a good experience."
Though rush is generally fun
and exciting for most participants, it also involves a lot of
work and strict rules.
Leigh Mahoney, a junior from
Hopkinsville, is the vice president of Panhellenic Council. As
a member of the council, one of
her jobs is to enforce rush rules.
"Some of the rush rules are
pretty strict," Mahoney said,
"but most of them are Httle. For
example, sorority women and
rushees are not supposed to
have a ny contact with fraternities during rush week."
Other r ules consisted of
Panhellenic Council members

and Rush Counselors (Rho
Chis) not being able to wear
their sorority letters since April
15. Those specific girls also
were not allowed to even associate with their sororities since
that date.
"That was the hardest part,"
Mahoney said. "Having to disassociate myself from my sorority was so hard to do. I could
not even wear my letters in my
hometown this summer."
In the midst of the excitement, emotion and sisterhood,
being Greek also requires a lot
of work. It requires a ~>erious
commitment to group of people.
It also teaches many lifelong
lessons.
"We worked bard to prepare
for rush," said Maria LOcklear,
sophomore from E dgewood and
a member of Alpha Delta Pi.
"We held about 50 hours of
workshops to get everyone's
energy up and their adrenaline
pumping."
"We also spent about one and
a half weeks preparing fo r
rush," said Angie Gibbs, senior
from Hopkinsville a nd a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha. "We
did general things, too, like getting the carpets cleaned, re-
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Gamma Delta

-·-- Omicron PJ
Dannv Vowt>II/Photo Editor

Danny Voweli/Photo Edrtor

Sigtna Alpha
n~INi.l~ Sigma Sigma

landscaping the yard and we
sent baskets of candy to all the
other sororities."
"Being Greek is a lot of hard ·
work," Locklear said. You have
to put your heart into the sorority and really apply yourself.
The sorority is your second
family. You ha ve to commit to
them as much as you would
commit to your real fa mily."
"Being in a sorority has
taught me things 111 carry with.
~e throughou t my life," Gibbs
said. "In my sorority we learn
that you have to be you. In a job
interview you r eally have to be
yourself in order to get that job.
I'll definitely take the skills I
learned in the sorority with me
in my life."
Part of being Greek comes
with the misconceptions of
what sorority life is about from
students who chose not to be
Greek.
"Most people think sorority
life is just one big pa rty,"
Mah oney said. "It is not a
party, it is real life. You have to
care about it and work for it.
You get out what you put in.
We are one big family and we
have to work to keep it togeth er."

SOnewm~~

SO new
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(left) Megan Ke lly, lunior from Paducah, receives a warm hug
outside the Alpha Omicron Pi house. (upper left) Membe rs of the
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority walt to greet their new sisters.
(lower right) Dr. Don Robertson holds the Currls Center door as
1irls rush to meet their new sisters.

FOR SALE $750
IUM Compabble

386 4-RAM 640MB Hard Drive
WINDOWS 3. 1 installed
Color Monitor

CO-ROM
Tape Back up
35 &. 5.25 Drives
TN s unit It reiJ y 1.1) 8Q wdt '<Xtrt.• JP)d t,_1,t t •ni

Call Johtl at 753-1905
Nights lnv. A -~ whett yuu can ~
"'.ktw.i In u.. d.tyturW.

Price
Cutter
---Welcome Back Murray State Students!
Come See ...

West Wood Wines & Liquors
and

~~West

Wood Warehouse

West Wood at the "Y"
P.O. Box 292
Paris, TN 38242
Good Luck Racers!

Wine & Liquors (90 1) 642-7714
West Wood Warehouse (901) 642-7366

-Electronics
-Small appliances
-Carpet
-Furniture
-T.V. trays
-Accessories
-School/Office supplies
0
name brand clothing

$5 °

1 o~oo's Of it·emstrucks arrive weekly
Across from the stadium

The Murray State News
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City sticks students with decals, not taxes
BY jENNIFER POTIER
AsSISTANT CollEGE LIFE EDITOR

Any student employed in Murray needs
more than an MSU parking permit to park
in the city. City Clerk Jo Crass said the
s tudent also needs a city sticker.
City stickers are decals that must be
attached to the vehicle windshield showing
the owner works within the city limits. The
decaJs cost $28.64 .
Whether Murray State students work on
campus or at a local business, they are
required to have a sticker on their vehicle.
Christy P arish, a junior from Murray,
works in the Murray State University
News Bureau. She purchased a city sticker
in May. "I've lived here all my life. My parents and fnmily have had to buy stickers
because they work in Murray, so I knew I
had to buy one, too."
The city ordinance requiring city stickers
is enfo rced by the Murray Police

Department through media campaigns and
periodic road checks.
"As far as pro-active enforcement, we set
up periodic road checks looking for city

stickers, drivers licenses and people wearing safety belts," said a Murray patrolman
who preferred to remain anonymous.
Crass said first-time offenders receive a
warning ticket. If the ticket is not brought
in to the clerk's office, the offender could be
cited and called to court, paying court costs
and a fine in addition to buying a sticker.
Since April, 11,805 stickers have been
sold. Crass said she has not been faced
with a problem concerning s tudents who
neglect to buy one.
Revenue from the sale of city stickers
supports police and fire protection for people in the city. "If you wreck in Murray, it's
our police and ambulance t hat respond,"
Crass said.
Crass said Murray is the only university
town that does not requisition an earnings
tax from students' paychecks. Instead, the
city of Murray requires that you purchase
the sticker for your car.

Seth Dixon/Staff
City stickers are required for anyone who works within the city
limits of Murray. Even students who work o n campus should be
showing a sticker on their windshield.

Freshmen experience 'Great Beginnings' at MSU
things about Great Beginnings able to help other students."
was his Fall Orientation counSecor also attended the nonselor, Dana Bellair.
denominational church service
.Anned with a packing list
"She was really helpful. She on Sunday morning. He said he
from his older brother, Paul told me infinite information enjoyed the sign language team
Secor began )Sorting t hrough and showed me the shortcuts," and thinks he might want to
his possessions two days before he said. "She told me every- become involved with the BSU.
he left Louisville to start his thing I needed to know."
"I participated in probably 90
career as a freshman at Murray
As
far
as
the
meetings
during
percent
of the activities and
State.
the Great Beginnings weekend, found them all very helpful," he
Secor said he packed only t he
Secor said he felt they moved said.
necessities like clothes, sheets
too slowly and needed to be
"I guess my favorite part was
and a phone to get started.
streamlined in the future to
just
hanging around with my
"I need more now, but I just work more efficiently.
Fall
0'
leader. She gave me a
wanted to see how I could do."
Of all the sessions, Secor said great deal of general informaSecor also corresponded with "Great Sexpectations" was the
tion. I even got to know her
his roommate who is a junior
most interesting and helpful.
boyfriend and learned all about
before he arrived to settle on
Murray."
"It was all about campus life.
who would bring what.
We
talked about alcohol and
To be a leader, Bellair underComing to Murray for the
drug
abuse.
We
discussed
how
went
two and a half days of
biology program. Secor said, "'
it
is
going
to
be
easy
to
fall
prey
training
with 98 other orientaheard from a couple of sources
to
drugs
and
alcohol
in
a
camtion
counselors
and is enrolled
that MSU has, supposedly, one
pus
settin
g
with
no
parents
to
in
a
special
class.
of the best in t he country."
go home to and how you should
After a four hour car trip due
Paul Naberezny, of the
have self control if you don't
to road construction, Secor
Counseling
and
Testing
want to end up with a drug
made it to the dorms. The
Center,
said
the
Great
problem or a disease."
Baptist Student Union helped
Beginnings program was part
Secor said he also enjoyed the of a retention campaign geared
him move in and then he headtour
of campus, but thought it toward acclimating the qearly
ed for Lovett auditorium to
was
a
little too in depth.
start his Great Beginnings
1000 freshmen to Murray State
experience.
"I guess it was good . I know and eliminating the akwardSecor said one of the best wh ere everything is. I was even ness of the first day of school.
BY )ENNJFER PomR

ASSISTANT C OLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Danny Vowell I Photo Editor
Rick Casey emerges victo rious from a race tt\rough th-e velcro obstacle course held outside Hart
Residential College W edne sday, Aug. 28. The e ve nt was one o f many held as part of the Great
Beginnings program.
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WANTED!!.
DEAD OR ALIVE!!!

Cruise The Internet.

(PREFER ALIVE)

No Waits. No Hassles. No Kidding
~ Full

MSU TELECOUNSELORS

Internet Access with
local phone number
Access to your
CAMPUS network
Virtually no
busy signals

Do you have a ove-average ephone
communication skills? Do you enjoy
interacting with the public? Would you
like to work 9-12 flexible hours per week
during the school year and earn a cool
$5.00 per hour? If this describes you
please come to School Relations in
Sparks Hall to apply asAP. If you have
what it takes, you will be selected to
become a Murray State University
Tele~ounselor. Call or stop by the
School Relations Office in Sparks Hall
if you have any questions.

PC access from your
dorm, apartment,
or home
Dial into worldwide
Internet access from
anywhere in the U.S.
Campus Office Address
Business Building 45IB
762.6570
Office Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

MSU Online

1-800-311-1678
Provided by can1pus MCI
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Sculptures a
new
d'imension to mall
depicts a horrific method of
REPORTER
South African murder, torture
and suicide. This is done by
Thi3 semester's newest addi- placing a tire around the viction to the campus beautifica- tim's neck, filling it with gaso·
tion program are new sculp- line and setting it on fire.
tures set along the campus
The fmal piece of art,
walkways.
"Homage to Nevelson," is on
These sculptures, on display the plaza at 15th and Olive
until Dec. 16, kallow t~e viewer streets. It represents Collins'
t.O create his or her own narra- tribute to sculptor Louise
tive," said creator Austin I. Nevelson, his hero and exem·
Collins.
plar.
Collins said his works origiNevelson created her monunate from political and social ments from found wood
\ssues. For example, four of objects, much like Collins
the six works on display were works with found steel shapes.
inspired by voodoo flags he
Collins, an associate profesobserved on a visit to Haiti.
sor of art at the University of
The four Temple sculptures Notre Dame in South Bend,
were created in 1996 and are Ind., creates abstract works
logically labeled Temple III, based on reality.
IV, V, and VI. Temple III is
"While striving for an envilocated in front of Waterfield ronment of contemplation, I
Library, VI and V. are in the try to create fragments of
entry plaza to the Industry and humanity."
Technology building and VI is
Maps marking the locations
in front of Elizabeth Hall.
of the works are available at
Another of Collins creations, the Curris Center. They are
"Firestone Necklace," located also available on the 'fourth
on the ramp overhang at the floor of the Price-Doyle Fine
Curris Center, graphically Arts Center.

New scholarship created
to help aspiring teachers

,.

FDRTA strive• to raise $5000 through &lft•
and memorial eoatrlbutlon•

BY DEN ISE HIGGINS

BY JAKE BURGESS
SENIOI STAff W Rml

Seth Oixon/Stafi

Lori Wilkey, sophomore from Hopkinsville, Amity Skillern,
sophomore from Bowling Green and Tara Tandy, sophomore
from Hopkinsville enjoy the late afternoon sunset while relaxing
on the new sculptures found in front of the Curris Center.

Food service expands Racer Card uses
t o include local businesses, eateries
BY JAKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAff WRITER

Declining balance cards are now accepted at Papa John's Pizza, Pocket's Shell
Food Mart and may be taken at DennisonHunt Sporting Goods and University Tire
and Auto in the near future.
The declining balance has been available
at Pocket's and Papa Johns since April,
and the University is attempting to expand
use to even more businesses in the commun ity.
William Benriter. director of food services, said he hopes to add University Tire
a nd Auto on Main Street in the next COUP-le
ofweek:s.
·
In addition, Murray State is negotiating

with Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods to
install declining balance accounts there by
the end of the semester.
Declining balance can only be used at
Papa John's Pizza after eating establishments on campus close at 9 p.m. Papa
J ohn's will accept declining balance from 9
p.m. until closing.
According to Shawna Powell, general
manager for Papa John's Pizza, to order a
pizza with declining balance and have it
delivered to your residence, all t hat is
required is your social security number.
At the restaurant, the cashier types the
number into the card reader and checks to
assure you have the available fund.$. Tpen
two receipts are printed out.
When delivering the pizza, the driver

will check your Racer Card to make certain
everything checks out. Then you will sign
the receipt and take one while the driver
keeps the other .
At Pocket's Shell, declining balance can
be used to purchase gasoline and convenience items.
This year there is no set minimum to be
deposited in your declining balance
account as in years past, Benriter said.
The two methods of putting money in
declining balance are by going to the
Bursars' Office on the second floor of
Sparks Hall or to the food service office on
the second floor of the Curris Center. That
otfiCi'! ~s a box in front wl;lere ,you,..may
drop your clieck. The aadition will be
added to your account the next day.

Retired teachers from the First District of Kentucky have
donated money to create a new scholarship for students m~r
ing in education.
The First District Retired Teachers Association donated
$2,000 to the University to help students from the first diStrict
of Kentucky stay in school and study in the education field.
President-eleCt of FDRTA, Charles L. Eldridge, said that the
scholarship would not awarded until at least $5,000 is r aised.
Eldridge hopes the school will match the Asaociation if $5,000
is raised.
One way Eldridge hopes to raise money is through memorial
donations made to the scholarship fund in lieu of flowers.
Nrfhe 8880Ciation is proud to establish a base for this scholarship and we encourage contributions into the fund by individual
donations or memorial gifts,"said Eldridge.
Eldridge cited an incident of .someone leaving $20,000 to a
neighboring county in the first distric\ for education and hopes
the same will happen here.
The sCholarship committee has not aet up any guidelines until
it is time to start handing out the scholarihips.
The committee baa two qualifications that must be met before
a student can receive the scholarship. He/she must be live in
one of the 13 counties of the first district and must be studying
some area of education.
The scholarship will not be awarded to any high school twice
until all have won it once.
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Residential College Elections
Electi ons for Clark, Hart, Hester, Regents, Richmond, and
Spri nger-Franklin Colleges will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 17 .
Ea ch college will elect the following:
*1 Student Government Association (SGA) Senator
*2 College Resident i al College Associat i on (RCA)
Representatives
*? Commuter Resident i a l College Council {RCC)
Representatives
Other positions open will vary by c ol lege but may inc lude:
Secretary/Treasurer
*1 or 2 Executive Council Member(s) at Large
*1 Homecoming Queen Candidate (Hart nominat i ons
due Sept. 10)

'1

All positi ons (except the commuter reps , who are counterparts of
the residents' floor reps) are open to all students, commuters
and residents. Nominations are due at your colleqe hall's front
desk by 4:00 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 12. Get involved and run
for of f i ce, or at lea st t a lk a f r i end into doing so; y ou will
make a d ifference.
Remember to v ote on Seot. 17 ; in a ddi t i on to these offices,
c olle ge s will be voti ng on suc h mat ters as coats of arms and
(per h a ps) v i s ita t i on and const i tutions. If you want your voice
to be heard , r e gister your op i n i ons a t the ballot box.
Reminder: Registration and try outs for f a ll intramural sports
are go i ng on right now. Aga in, all members of the college are
welcome and encouraged to participa t e . Contac t your college's
At hletic Director for details.
stay Informed, commuters: Look f or announcements i n the
Residential College d i spla y c a se near the Curris Center f i rst
floor information booth and v isit y our college's hall soon and
o f ten. You are a v ital part of the Re sidential Colle ge program .
1
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Racers strap up for
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Head coach Houston Nutt's first class will lead the Racers'
charge toward tying the Red Belt series when they welcome rival
Western Kentucky for the season opener 7 p.m., Saturday at
Stewart Stadium.
The Hilltoppers, who lead the Red Belt rivalry 8-7-1 and the
overall series 30-23-7, will be riding high following last week's 660 shellacking of Kentucky Wesleyan at Bowling Green as they try
to avenge last year's 35-14 victory by the Racers on their home
turf.
WKU's 1-bone triple-option offense still haunts Nutt after his
1994 Racers surrendered 609 yards of total offense in a 39-13
home loss to the Hilltoppers, but MSU is still using the same
eight-man front . that held quarterback Willie Taggart, tailback
Antwan Floyd, speedy wide receiver Joey Stockton and the rest of
Western's 2-8 squad to two third-quarter touchdowns.
"It's pretty much the same defense that we've been running,"
said Nutt, who has replaced defensive architect and secondary
coach Kim Dameron and linebackers coach Charley Wiles since
last year's 11-1 campaign. "We'll keep a lot of pressure up front,
and you have to have a lot of discipline to stop their quarterback,
fullback and tailback."
While the Racer offense will miss All-American tailback Derrick
Cullors, who scored twice and rushed for 160 yards against WKU
last year, seniors Tim Scarborough, Tony Turner and Donald
Hitson will vie for the honor to run through holes opened by AllOhio Valley Conference fullback David McCann, center Brian Cox
and left tackle Mark Robinson.
Quarterback Mike Cherry will lead the passing attack, high:
lighted by receivers Reginald Swinton and Jesse Jones, who each
caught a touchdown pass in last season's Red Belt game.
Cherry threw for 223 yards and three touchdowns against the
Hilltoppers in last year's contest on his way to setting a school
season record by completing 60 percent of his passes, but will
miss right tackle Dan Brown, who will be down with a knee if\jury
for four to six weeks and may require surgery.
Linebacker Reuel Shepherd is the Racers' other casualty, sitting out one to two weeks after turning his ankle on the new artificial turf at Stewart Stadium. Meanwhile, defensive end
Anthony Hutch and his rehabilitated knee are ready to carry
more of a load than last year, thanks to the 1995 OVC champions'
depth at defensive line.
"We had two good lines this year, so we had the depth where I
didn't have to play as much," said Hutch, a senior from South
Fulton, Tenn. "We're still deep this year, and that's good because
this season is going to be much tougher."
Preseason All-American cornerback William Hampton needs
just three interceptions to tie the MSU record of 16 career interceptiOlls, while pla<:ekicker Rob Hart will lead a kic:lci,ng unit that
has had no game experience at the collegiate level.
Cherry issued a personal challenge to MSU students and fans
to attend the season opener, as WKU will be looking for an upset
over the ninth-ranked Racers.
"They (the Hilltoppers) have everyone back, and they're going to
be gunning for us and bringing their fans along, especially with
their big win last week," said Cherry, a senior from Texarkana,
Ark. "I think this team is mature enough to handle the momentum they'll be bringing into this game, and I challenge every student to come out and be part of the excitement."

Cheerleaders flip out at camp
Bv M IKE

"This is going to be one of the
better squads we'll ever have,
and this (camp) let us know
· Cheerleading head coach that we're in the hunt for a
Mike Young has more trophies national title," he said.
to show off after the Universal
Eight members return from
Cheerleaders
Association last year's team, led by senior
Summer Camp Aug. 5-8 at captains Jason Miller, Ellen
East
Tennessee
State · Sweatt and Jodi Flanagan.
University in Johnson City.
Flanagan was proud to see the
The Racers won two second· Racer newcomers perform well.
place prizes and a fourth-place
"We have a lot of young peofinish at the camp, which host- ple on the squad, and we did
ed over 1,500 cheerleaders even better than we did last
from almost 100 schools.
year at the camp," Flanagan
Young expects big things said. "Everybody has a good
from his squad after an eighth- attitude about this year, espeplace effort at MSU's first cially because we'll have those
appearance in the UCA nation- first-time jitters out of the way
once we qualify for nationals."
al championships last year.
0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
Freshman wide receiver Sam Greer grins during a hands drill during a recent practice at Cutchin
Field. Greer, a 5'9,., 183-pound native of Holly Springs, Ark., is part of a deep Race r receiving corps
that looks to make big plays against Weste rn Kentucky Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

C~anges

abound for
Nutt's fourth squad
level of play we had last year."
Meanwhile, when MSU faithful enter Stewart Stadium, the
From superficial additions to new artificial' playing surface
a barefooted placekicker, and navy blue uniforms will
Murray S tate football fans give a good fi rst impression. Of
have many new developments course, the turf will be a factor,
to keep track of at Saturday's as Hilltopper players will be
season opener against Western stepping on the new field for
Kentucky 7 p.m. at Stewart the first time Saturday. The
Stadium.
Racers are barely used to it,
But the major difference even after three weeks of pracbetween the Racers' 1996 cam- tice on the surface.
paign and recent years is that
After growing accustomed to
MSU will no longer be able to the former carpet's lack of tracsurprise anyone after being tion, the Racer receiving corps
targeted as the preseason pick has had trouble running short
to win this season's Ohio Valley routes and the quarterbacks
Conference title.
have expressed concern about
Much like his teammates and slippery footing on drops and
other Racers before him, all- rollouts on the new midfield
conference fullback David logo. Still, the players agree
McCann had been overlooked that a lot of traction is better
by the OVC until this year. than none, even after starting
Still,
the
senior
from outside
linebacker Reuel
Elizabethtown thinks the Shepherd turned his ankle on
ninth-ranked Racers must be the gripping carpet, putting
the first squad since 1951 to him on the sidelines for two
win consecutive league crowns weeks.
and return to the NCAA 1-AA
"I haven't had any problems
Playoffs to establish MSU as a with the turf," said junior wide
full-fledged quality program.
receiver Reginald Swinton.
•Just because we won the "The only thing positive about
championship doesn't mean the old t urf was that it gave
that we've got the respect we way."'
deserve," McCann said. "We
Sheffield, England native
just want to improve on the Rob Hart, bare foot and all, will
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

SfooRTS EDITOR

surprise fans as an adequate
replacement for graduated
placekicker Chris Dill, who set
a new school record for consec·
utive extra points converted
last year.
Hart, who made a 52-yard
field goal in an English juniorleague game, will be seeing his
first collegiate action, as will
freshman punter Grant Pruitt
and
longsnapper
Wes
Shumate, but fourth-year head
coach Houston Nutt is confident in their abilities despite
the lack of game experience.
"They've been doing well in
camp, and I think they'll do
well," said Nutt, who is 20-14
at MSU. "We trust them they're the best people we have
on campus, and they just have
to get their feet wet and get
that first (game) behind them."
Assistant coaches Bobby
Allen and Jerry Partridge will
be making their debut
Saturday as members of Nutt's
staff. Allen and Partridge
replace linebackers coach
Charley Wiles and secondary
coach Kim Dameron, with
Allen assuming Dameron's role
as coordinator of a Racer
defense that held all 11 1995
regular season opponents
under 20 points per game.

MSU sweats out 3-1

and seeing what wor ks," said Bowlin, whose
Racers defeated Missouri-Kansas City and Saint
Louis but fell to Creighton and Drake at the seaIt was not unusually humid in Racer Arena son-opening tournament. "'We're so deep that
Tuesday night, but Alabama-Birmingham's vol- anybody can step in and do the job."
leyball team left a lot of sweat on the floor while
Bowlin's substitutes have been able to come in
Murray State wiped away a one-set deficit to without skipping a beat, as Diebold and
beat the Blazers 12-15, 15-6, 15-6, 15-7 to Hoffman have been able to take breathers while
improve to 3-2 on the young season.
their replacements provide added offensive or
Kristi Hoffman, Melissa Bridges and Krista defensive firepower during the rotation.
Shumard served three aces apiece, while Bridges
Diebold, who was named to the preseason Alland Stephanie Diebold totaled 33 kills to lead Ohio Valley Conference first team, has enjoyed
the way to victory.
the team's instant chemistry and looks for big
Freshman setter Mica Wojinski continued her things to happen for the Racers despite being
fast start with 37 assists, which has allowed picked seventh in the OVC's preseason poll.
head coach Brenda Bowlin to utilize Hoffman's
"At our first practice, we came out and we just
defensive skills along the back row. Hoffman clic~ed, and from our first scrimmage on, we
added 11 assists and 11 digs, tying Chandra knew that our goal would be the conference
Brashers for game-high honors.
championship," said the 5'11" sophomore middle
Bowlin is impressed with the early success of hitter from Louisville, who tallied 4.5 blocks
her fifth MSU squad, which has six freshmen against the Blazers. "It's going to take a lot of
among 13 players yet went 2-2 at the First Serve hard work, but everyone knows we have a good
Festival Friday and Saturday in Omaha, Neb.
chance at it."
The immediate contributions of the freshmen
MSU faces host Xavier at 3 p.m. today at the
and transfer Chandra Brashers has helped Queen City Invitational in Cincinnati, followed
Bowlin substitute her players more freely and by a 10 a.m. contest with Akron and a faccoff
experiment with different groups on the floo r.
against Robert Morris at 4 p.m. on Saturday.
"We're still not there. We're changing lineups Tennessee State meets MSU 7 p.m. Tuesday.

8v MIKE 0HSTROM
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Danny Voweii/Photo Edrtor
Krista Shumard returns a n Alabama-Birmingham serve as
Stephanie Diebo ld looks on during MSU's home ope ne r Tuesday.
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primed for
season opener
Much like
Sports
Murray
State's 113Talk
percent
capacity in
the
residence halls,
head coach
Houston
Nutt fully
expects
Stewart
Stadium to
M IKE
be
packed
OHSTROM
for
the
R a c e r s • Spor1s Editor
seven home
football games this season, and
with good reason.
Besides getting to show off
the new turf and uniforms,
Nutt's fourth squad at MSU
will vie for the school's first
repeat Ohio Valley Conference
championship since 1951.
Perhaps what is most gratifying for Nutt, last season's
Division 1-AA Coach of the
Year and Eddie Robinson
Award recipient, is that his
11-1 Racers not only captured
the hearts and imagination of
Murray but also the respect of
the OVC and the nation.
Compared to last year's fifth·
place selection, this year's
group was picked first in the
conference's preseason poll and
as high as third in some
national polls. Eight Racers
were preseason All-OVC picks,
with cornerback William
Hampton and quarterback
Mike Cherry also receiving
national attention.
Of course, the Racers, like
any other team, will have their
share of questions to answer as
the season progresses, especially concerning the departure
of AU-American
tailback
Derrick Cullors to the NFL.
However, Nutt is confident bis
team has reached a level of
s uccess where the program
reloads rather than rebuilds
after a campaign like the 1995
march to the 1-AA Playoffs.
Seniors Tim Scarborough,
Tony Turner and converted
free safety Donald Hitson (4.25
in the 40-yard dash) will vie for
playing time in the 'I' formation behind Cherry and fullback David McCann, the best
in the OVC at his position.
Reginald Swinton and the
Greenville, Miss., duo of Jesse
Jones and Deon Smith return
at wide receiver, while Maurice
Pollard and former linebacker
Jerome Warren will split tight
end duties after excellent performances in spring camp.
Nutt thinks his offensive
line, led by All-OVC picks
Brian Cox at center and Mark
Robinson at left tackle, will be
one of his best, even with Dan
Brown out four to six weeks
with a knee injury.
Junior Rob Hart and freshmen Grant Pruitt and Wes
Shumate ~ust play like the
seniors they replaced at placekicker, punter and snapper if
MSl:J is going to be strong on
special teams.
Defensively, the Racers will
keep the pressure on with the
same eight-man front they
used to hold all 11 regular-season opponents under 20 points
per game last year.
End Anthony Hutch will end
his stellar career at MSU as
the anchor of another tough
front four, and linebackers
Ronnie Merritt and Chris
Vaughn reacted to ball carriers
like heat-seeking missiles last
year.
Opposing quarterbacks will
avoid passing in Hampton's
direction after his eight interceptions last season, and
Kenny Thomas has the combination of aggression and discipline needed at free safety.
With this talent, an advantageous schedule and the experience of last year's miracle season, Nutt is counting on his
Racers to be prepared to be the
hunted rather than the hunter.
So, as Nutt says, "there's no
excuse not to stay in Murray on
Saturday nights."
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SCORECARD
MSU'S ALL-OVC PICKS

Football
DIVISION 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall (49)
0-0-0
2. Montana (5)
Q-0-0
3. McNeese State (1) 0-0-0
4. Stephen F. Austin (2) 1·0-0
5. Delaware (2)
0-0-0
6. Northern Iowa
1-0-0
7. Appalachian State 0-1·0
8. Troy State
1-0-0
9. Murray State
0-0-0
10. Eastern Kentucky 0-0-0
11 . Hofstra
0-0-0
12. Southern
0-0-0
13. Jackson State
1-Q-0
14. Georgia Southern 1-0-0
15. Connecticut
0-0-0
16. Northern Arizona 1-0-0
17. Liberty
0-1-0
18. Middle Tenn. St.
0-1-0
19. Furman
0-0·0
0-1-0
20. Idaho State
21 . SW Missouri State 0-1-0
22. Rhode Island
1-Q-0
23.. Weber State
0-0-0
24. Eastern Illinois
1-0-0
25. Indiana State
1·0-0

OVC PRESEASON POLL
Team (first-place votes) Pta.
1. Murray State (9.5)
117.5
2. Eastern Kentucky (6.5) 116.5
3. Middle Tenn. St. (2)
104
4. Eastern Illinois
80
5. SE Missouri State
56
6. Tennessee State
55
7. Tennessee-Martin
48
8. Tennessee Tech
42
9. Austin Peay State
26

Offense
Mike Cherry, QB (6·4, 220, Sr.)
David McCann, RB (5·11 , 210,
Sr.)
Brian Cox, C (6-0, 250, Jr.)
Mark Robinson, OL (6-3, 270,
Jr.)
Defense
Anthony Hutch, DE (6-4, 275,
Sr.)
Ronnie Merritt, LB (6-2, 225,
Jr.)

William Hampton, DB (6·1, 175,
Sr.)
Kenny Thomas, DB (6-2, 185,
Jr.)

Volleyball- MSU vs. Xavier in Queen City Invitational at 3 p.m. in
Cincinnati.

SATURDAY
Cross Country- Plough Park Invitational in Memphis, Tenn.
Volleyball~ MSU vs. Akron in Queen City Invitational at 10 a.m. in
Cincinnati.
Volleyball~ MSU vs. Robert Morris in Queen City Invitational at 4
p.m. in Cincinnati.
Football- Western Kentucky vs. MSU at 7 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.

SUNDAY
Men's Golf· Bent Creek Intercollegiate Tournament in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

MONDAY
Men's Golf- Bent Creek Intercollegiate Tournament in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

Volleyball

TUESDAY
MSU def. UAB 3-1
Tuesday at Racer Arena
Team

Blazers (3·2)
Racers (3-2)

1 2 3 4
15 6
6 7
12' 15 15 15

Kills- Alabama-Birmmgham 37
(larson 12), Murray State 54
(Diebold 17). Assists- UAB 32
(Thatcher 32), MSU 51 (Wojinski
37). Aces- UAB 5 (five with 1),
MSU 12 (three with 3). Digs- UAB
35 (Steuer 9), MSU 46 (two with
11 ). Blocks- UAB 11 .5 (Steeb 4),
MSU 8 (Diebold 4.5).

A- 227.

FIRST SERVE FESTIVAL
Omaha, Neb.
Saturday- MSU def. Saint Louis
3-1 , Drake def. MSU 3-0.
Friday- MSU def. Missouri·
Kansas City 3·2; Creighton def.
MSU 3·0.

Baseball· Tryouts for MSU students for 1997 team at 4:30 p.m. in
room 103 of the Carr Health Building.
Volleyball- Tennessee State vs. MSU at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.

FRIDAY
Volleyball- MSU vs. North Carolina-Charlotte In Best Western
Invitational at noon in Charlotte, N.C.
Volleyball- MSU vs. East Tennessee State in Best Western
Invitational at 2:30 p.m. in Charlotte, N.C.

Cross Country

KENTUCKY TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS
May 19 at Persimmon Ridge Golf
Course, Louisville
Women's Championship Par-72
1. Velvet Milkman 80-71 • 151 (+7)
2. Tracy Hughes 76-78- 154 (+10)
3. Heather Kraus 83-74- 157 (+13)
4. Jenny Throgmorton
80-79- 159 (+15)
5.lori Oldendick 77-83- 160 (+16)

Cross country coach Rachelle Roberts and assistant volleyball
coach Becky Eggerlng have resigned their postS to assume positions in
the athletic program at the University of Iowa.
An assistant track coach at MSU since 1992, Roberts received the
cross country job after Wayne Pate's departure for Purdue in 1995.
Roberts returns to the school where she earned four letters in track
and cross country and a 1990 All-American selection In the women's
mile. The native of Columbus, Ind., was inducted into the Indiana Track
and Field Hall of Fame a year later.
Eggering left MSU after a one-year stint to take a similar post with the
Hawkeyes' volleyball team. Head coach Brenda Bowlin has not yet
found a replacement.
Head track coach Bob Doty will take over the cross country coaching position.
The rifle team will host the 1997 NCAA Rifle Championships
March 6-7 at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range in Stewart Stadium.
The NCAA Rifle Committee decided on MSU after a Collegiate Rifle
Coaches Association survey proved MSU was one of "a few universities
that have a facility large enough to hold the event," said Racer head
coach Elvis Green.
It will be the fifth time that MSU will sponsor the NCAA meet, the
last time coming in 199<4.
Head men•s basketball coach Mark Gottfried will be the
keynote speaker at the second annual Murray State/Reebok Basketball
Coaching Clinic at 9 a.m. Sept. 28 at the Curris Center Theatre.
Gottfried will be joined by head coaches Lefty Driesell (James
Madison), Mike Brey (Delaware), Tom Asbury (Kansas State) and UCLA
assistant Steve Lavin.
Registration for area high school coaches will begin at 8 a.m. Cost per
individual is $40, including lunch and a ticket to the Middle Tennessee
State-MSU football game at 7 p.m. at Stewart Stadium. A stafF rate of
$120 will be given to schools represented by four or more coaches.

Thanks to our sisters
Melanie Corn
•
Malia Schmidt
Stephanie Holt
Meredith Staton

Visit us online!
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We are online. You can
communicate with us
by e-mail.

Women's Golf

PLOUGH PARK INVITATIONAL
Memphis, Tenn.
MSU Men's Entries- 1. Jason
McKinney. 2. Brian Palmer. 3. Keith
Jared. 4. Jeremy Sobecki. 5. Brad
Mason. G. Tony Jonas. 7. Todd
Duff. 8. Chris Ruga. 9. Keith
Clemons. MSU Women's Entries·
1. Renee Haley. 2. Stacy Pintar. 3.
Phyllis Jackson. 4. Tiffany Leech.
5. Laura Bohanon. 6. Ashley
Lubbehusen. 7. Jennifer Bottom.

would like to welcome our new
Alpha classl!
Congr~tulations for choosing the first
and finest.
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ACE

AUTO

Is The Answer
We quote fourteen companies each time.
You get the lowest price everytime.

Call 753-5891
Ace Auto
A Division of Western Ky. Ins.

Join the YMCA today
for only $20/m~nth or ,

$100/semester

302 N. 12th St.

•Aerobics
•Body Toning
•Slide Aerobics
•Abdominal Classes
•Free Weights
•Step Aerobics

.............

.....,.. ,., tc.t• . _ . . ,..,u....

"Island of Dr. 1\toreau"
CPG-13)
•BARGAIN MATINEE'S

Satunlay A Sunday Only
•MSU NIGHTS:
lUeeday & WodJieeday

12th St. Branch

University Branch

209 North 12th St.
759-9622 or 759-9699

1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295 or 753-0288

Hours
Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30a.m. - 10 p.m. Mon. ~ Fri. 6a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. ~ 8 p.m.
Saturday 1 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunday 5 p.m. ~ 10 p.m.
Sunday noon - 5 p.m. •
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SPORTS

Intramurals organized through
colleges to raise particip,a tion
BY EDDIE GRANT

FAST FACT

SPORTS STAFf W RITER

The intramural athletic program has been redesigned to fit
the new residential college system that h as been put into
place this year, featuring competitions between the eight residential colleges.
Each college has an athletic
director, and sign-ups for each
sport is held within each college. Campus Recreation
Coordinator Sherri Gallimore
hopes this will increase the
number of participants in
intramurals as sports such as
women's indoor soccer and
other events which were canceled in years past due to a lack
of interest.
Residential colleges will face

Murray State residential colleges will com~
pete against each other
in intramural softball,
tennis, soccer, flag football, bowling, volleyball,
basketball, indoor soc~
cer, racquetball and
swimming.
each other. fo r RC champi·
onships in softball, soccer, tennis, swimming, flag football,
indoor soccer, basketball, volleyball, racquetball and bowling, with men's and women's
competitions separated into
three divisions. Players in divi-

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
•

Future Lawyers,
communication experts,
business people!

sions A and AA will be competing for points that will accumu·
late Lo help determine the overall RC champion.
The AAA division will be
made up of teams that can be
mixed between colleges. The
points they collect will be added
together to determine the winner of the participation trophy.
All teams with a winning
record will be eligible for t he
postseason tournament in each
sport.
This year t here will also be
recreational leagues in each
sport for those who want to
play purely for fun. lf there are
not enough people to complete
the leagues, these people will
be placed in independent
leagues. People playing in the
recreational leagues will not be

competing fo r the All-Campus
Championship.
The independent leagues are
designed for those not involved
with an RC or Greek team.
These divisions will compete
against competitive league
members in postseason play for
the All·Campus Championship.
The Greek leagues will still
use the current points system
to determine their champion.
All teams with a record above
.500 will also be eligible for the
all-sports crown.
Aside from the troph ies for
RC champion and all-camp us
champion, there are other
awards to be given out for
sportsmansh ip, grade-point
average, service and leadership
excellence following the spring
semester.

TM University Ba.rber Shop
~~ welcomes

Join me ana students from over a dozen other universities, for
the experience of a lifetime! Study abroad in London, England
from December 26 through January 8.

Think about' it?

New Year's Eve In London!

RC plan shakes up intramurals
The Murray State Campus Recreation office is using the
Residential College plan to increase participation in intramural
athletics. Each college has an athletic director through which
residents can sign up for and receive Information on upcoming
sports.
Name

BC

Bm. #

Ph.#

John Key
Len Cooper
Michelle Baumgartner
Leslie Hearn
Traci Richerson
Chris Allen
Daffney Moore
Tammi Helm
Wendy Phillips

Richmond
Franklin
Clark
Hester
Elizabeth
Hart
White
Regents
Springer

219
325

6439
3307
4750
2556
4941
2985
671 9
4261
6375

401

506
818
416
819
701
237

September Sign-up Deadlines
2-Person Golf
Greek Tennis
Softball
RC Tennis
Twilight Softball
Flag Football

6th
10th
12th
12th
19th
26th

Source: MSU Campus Recreation
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager
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• We Have 3 Barbers to Serve You
• ROTC & National Guard
Members Invited
• Military Experienced
•Cosmetology & Barbering
Licensed
• No Appointments Necessaryc=:::J

c:!Vortma :Jeane

i

c:!VaJ i

dl/a.i.l Cnha.ne£mmld~wl.t:u
C!ompfdz dVa.tu.tal dVail5 ry-oot C!atc.
c:llcty~ dc.t 5 c:JI.ot <Wax .:::M~u $12

901 Coldwater Rd. Murray 753-1137
Located inside the Tropics
11

d'/aJi elf ..£e9uzd <Would <Wut't"

Hours Tuesday through Friday
7:30a.m.- 5:30p.m.
·
Saturday 8 a.m.- noon
For more information about my course call:
Dr. Coel 762-4467

ustop By Anytime''

(I promise it will be a great holiday gift!)

GOLFMART
·f~

~----------so_uc_hs-di_es_ho_p_pln_e_c~en_«_r
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m
Sunday 12:30-S p.m.

__________

~l------*-----~1~___________________

Glendale

GOLFMART
o f Murray

Come see Western Kentucky's largest
assortment of golf equipment!
Featuring all major pro-line brands of golf equipment at discount prices
including women and left-handed equipment.

615-1 S. 12th St..

759-5711

House party

Tonite
Sept. 6

The Sisters of A~A would
like to congratulate their
new member class of

_z

~~tiS

Jacque Abernathy
Mary Baird
Schanda Banister
Andrea Bayer
Tara Bird
Nicole Borre
Arnie Brien
Torri Buntin
Stacey Carrico
Jill Coble
Jodie Cremer
Jessica Crowell
Dean Ann Daughaday
Stacey Elliot
Amanda Forbus
Carrie Frailley
Jessica Fulcher
Emily Hanson
Farrah Hargrove
Autumn Harley
Melissa Harrison
Ellen Hawkins
Lisa Holbert
Amy Jones
Jennifer Jones

Julie Lardner
Tiffany Leech
Amanda Lovett
Heather Martin
Nicole Massey
Mitzi Metheny
Karen McKee
Shalon McKenzie
Jessica
McMillan
•
Nicole Miesner
Sarah Monroe
Shanna Norsworthy
Rogina Oliver
Stacie Pemberton
Heather Price
Leah Prince
Brooke Rawlins
Chassity Sanders
Brooke Schorck
Bambi Silvia
Tara Slaughter
Ashlye Todd
Melanie Vincent
Emily Willett
Jennifer Wright

---Love in A:LA, Your Sisters---

t
J
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SPORTS

Oly111pic coverage, rowi~g display
attract 172 to budding crew te&l.D:
8V EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAfF WRITER

There is a new sport joining
the ranks of the many successful teams on campus - rowing.
The crew team is receiving an
overwhelming amount of interest in this new endeavor, with
172 students having expressed
a desire to join the crew team
since last year.
Head coach Steve Marchino
has attracted a lot of attention
during the first two weeks of
this semester by displaying a
crew boat and other equipment
on the second floor of the
Curris Center.
Marchino credits coverage of
the rowing venue at the 1996

Summer Olympics for the
increased interest in the sport.
Marchino showed videotapes of
that coverage at the crew
team's sign-up booth outside
the Thoroughbred Room.
Those students trying out for
the team will be vying for positions on nine-person squads
that will be divided into men's
and women's heavyweight and
lightweight divisions.
Marchino said practices will
be held at the Hancock
Biological Station, but specific
times have not been set yet
because Marchino wants to
work around the students'
schedules.
The team will compete in
regattas in the amateur divi-

The Murray State News
Ads may be mailed along
with payment to:

sion, rowing against regional
schools such as Vanderbilt,
Rhodes
College
and
Northwestern State.
Marchino said that it normally takes approximately two
years for any team to become
proficient in rowing. Thus, time•
will tell what kind of success
the program will have.
For anyone wanting to sign
up or learn more information
about the crew team, there will
be an information session at 5
p.m., Sept. 18th in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris
Center. Marchino can be
reached at the Campus
Recreation Office in the Curris
Center or by phone at 762·
6791.

Classifieds Department,
The Murray Stale News
2609 University Station
Murray, KY 42071330 1
See Classified section for rates!

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline .......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

CI.ASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS
Brooks good Luck as Pledge Mom.
You'll do great • Sisters of Arc.
Congrats Jenn1fer DeMarsh1 Rainey
Rafferty and Bridgett& Vmcant on
becoming lavallered •

"rA

Calling all Sigma Kappa alumnae! If you
transferred to MSU and want to conttnue your SigKap Involvement, call 753·
6199
Congtats Holly Hom on Winning Moss
Bagel Fest!
Heather, you did a wonderful job wtth
Rusl'l We love you! • sisters In Arc.

Arc. Pledges

you guys are awesome!

We love you • sisters of Arc.

m

would lfke to THANK

comong out last night!
next party.

everyone

101

See you at our

The brothers ol m would like to con·
gratulate all the sorontiiS on a good
Rushl Good luck thiS semeaterl

NOTICE
SCOTI ANTIQUE MARKET • Adjacent
North & Soutrt Fac1lities. 2400 booths •
Sept. 13-15, 2nd weekend of every
month. AUanta Expo Centers. Atlanta .
G801g.a, 1·285 at Jonesboro Road 614·
569-4112.
Fund1111Mr·Pian now tor the Fall. Great
opportunity tor motlvated and organized
groups to earn $500+ promotlllQ top
clients at your campus. Call Gina to get
priority for the best Fall dates Call G1na

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for pen·
nles on $1 . Delinquent Tax. Rapo's,
REO's . Your Area. Toll Free (1) 800898·9na Ext H-7508 lor current list·
lngs .

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home Buy direct and save! Commercial
or home units from $199 00 . Low
monthly paymenta. Free color catalog,
Call today 800·842·1305.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION · September 17,
10 a.m. Modem Apparel Manufactunng
equipment Complete liquidation, diver·
silled apparel, Pulaski, VA. 175 sewing
mach ones full line of llnlahtng, spreading
& cutt~ng. b•as & packaging equopment,
plant air compressor and more. Woltz &
Assoc.. Inc Broltera & Auctioneers
(V All321 ) 800-551-3588.

PRESSURE CLEANERS • New, used,
hot, cokl, from $199. New 3250 psi
$799, complete·free factory direct cata·
log. Lowest pnces guaran.·teed. 24
hours 800-931-WASH (9274).

FREE T·SHIRT + $1000 Cred1t Card
fundralsers lor 1tatem1t1es, soronties &
groups. Any campus organizatiOn can
ra •se up to $1000 by eamtng a whoppmg SSNISA applicahon. Call 1·800932·0528 ext65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T·SHIRT.
STEEL BUILDINGS • Commeltial, agricultural, arena's, bams, garages,
shops , mini-storage warehouses, do·it·
yourself or full erection, dear span
buii<Mgs to 160 feet, can 800-804·
3869 .
STEEL BUILDINGS • 5,000+ _-1zes .
30x<IOx10. $4.835; 40x60x14 , $8,819,
$9,512;
50x100•16,
50x60x12,
$15,670;
60x80x14,
$14,290;
60x100x16, $17.619 . Quality service.
Free brochures Sentinel Buildings,
800-327.0790, extension 79
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn $2,500
pert-lime. $8 .000 fuM· tirne per month
processing Insurance claims for healthcare providers. Software purchase
required plus computer. Financing
available. 600.722-SAMS
•

ATTENTION VETERANS· Home loans
to purchase or refinance 100% pur·
chases . 90'!1. refinances up to
$144.000.00. Phone Clarence PhtH1pe
Mortgage Company, 615-684-1029.

20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! - Safe,
rapid, non-surgical, permanent restorahon 6-8 weeks A1rflne pilot developed.
Doctor approved. Free Information by
mall: 800-422-7320. ext. 213, 406-9615570,
fax
406-961·55n.
http://www. visionfreedom.com Satislachon guaranteed.
DIABETlCSI (using lnsuAn) Old you
know MediCate (or Insurance) covers
most supplies? Save money, call 800633-2001 . Liberty Medical, Satisfaction
guaranteed. No H.M.O. Members. Mention 12040.

HELP WANTED
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINEES •
No experience needed. Paid treinlng f01
quatilled HS diploma graduates willing
to relocate . Ages 17·34. call 800-284·

6289.
Wanted kitchen help part time Big Apple
Cafe .

at (8001~2121 tJCt.110-, ..., ,
e "''WN rOUP! O'WI~~;'·t:.rtdit~-8itltr~MondayandWednnday
SHARE A DREAM • Host Scandlna·
westemwear, shoe, ci)'!SieVgilt or $1.00
3 20 to 4:20. Call 753·22<10 ASAP.
vian. European, South American.
variety sto.re. I'!_Ciudes. Inventory, fix·
1ooo·a POSSIBLE TYPING Part
Asian. RuSSian high school students
tures, bl.lymg tnp, tratn1ng. M1ntmUm
TIITI At Home Toll F
( )800
· .alWI.
arrivong now. !ecome a host
!llVeslment$16,900.00. CaUPaulatl.lbe.
·
rae. 1
.......famlly/AISE. Call BOO-SIBLING
arty FaShions 501·327·8031.
9n8 Elct. T·7508 lor l.istlfiQil.

s

The
M\.1112)'
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$1000'a
POSSIBLE
READING
BOOKS. Pan Tune. At Home. Toll Free
(1) 800·898-9n8 Ext. R·7508 for List·
ings
STEWART HOME SCHOOl· A special
place for special people has 11nique job
opening lor houseparents, canng for
Individuals with MR/00. Live-in position
offers salary, room and board , plus
excellent benefits package. Contact
Donna Moore at 502·227·4821 or wr~e
4200 Lawrenceburg Road, Frankfort.
KY 40601
Sates Rep needed- Immediate open1ng
at your umversity. Offering exceptional
pay and flexible hours. Call Accent
Screen Printing HI00-243·7941 .
COL DRIVERS (Tractorttra11er) - Travel
first class with Werner Enterprises.
Vans. "ats, TCU's. OTR. R&g~onal and
dedocated opportuntlles. Full benefit
package: First day health and dental.
401K. Solo, all teams and owner-opera·
tors welcome. weekly pay and settlements P81d plates, tolls and scale liCk·
ets Can toll free 800-346-2818.
DR IVERS, GOOD NEWS TRAVELS
FAST • On s.pt . .3rd, J.B t-tunt will set
the atandatd with an exceptional new
pay and benefits package, If you have
at least one year of experience, call
800-2J8-HUNT. EOE. Subject to drug

screen.
AVON ABC·123 E·Z $$ • Need Independent sates representatiVes tor hell·
days. Choose hours. choose Income
level. Unhmoled 1ncome wllh MLM
optiOn , (75% by telephone) 800.735·

5286
COVENANT TRANSPORT • All conven!Rii'IN Ileal ~35 DetrOit !f speed.
Drybox/reefer, avg. run 1850 miles,
beneflts·AII the good stuff. Exp. 800441-4394. Grad student 800-338-6-428.

DRIVERS • Company & Lease Pur·
chase opportunitieS for those who quat·
ily. Company drivers up to 28e per mije,
Lease purchase 0% down. Late model
walk·lns Call Arctic Elcpress 800-927 ·

DRIVERS, OTR • Advanced Dlstrlbu•
lion System. Top provider of Rattled ser·
vtces offering top pay and $1 ,000 s1gn•
on bonus to quality drivers Call 800·
646-3438. Ext. 1007. Owner Operators

().431.

welcome'

DRIVERS, EOE • GET HOME, GET
MILES, GET MONEY • Busy dispatch
needs flatbed dnvers Must have clean
driving record. Offers a good paycheck.
benefits and late model equipment.
Must be 24 years of age. 1 year OTR.
Maverick Transportation, Inc. 800-2891100.

DRIVERS • Owner Operators,Oontrac·
tors,Fieet Owners Here's the opportu·
ntttes you've been waitlflg for. Landstar
Ranger ell.pandlflO operat1ons. Equip·
ment, drivers meet DOT Contact
Sosan 800-872·5623

$600 TO $800 PER WEEK WITH • No
experience necessary• Now hinng ind~o

viduals interested 1n becoming profes·
sional truck dnvers With tramtng assis·

CROP INSURANCE AGENTS WANTED - To wort< wtth the most innovated
and progressive company. Top com ·
missions; •nnovative products; all train Ing provided lnqwer: P.O . Drawer 208,
Lambert, MS 38643

tance available. Call: 800..467·3806.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING • Hinng dn·
vers. Free dnver traintng.Jf you qualify.
Students welCOme. Experience pay up
to 28e per mile. Excellent benefits: 800842..()853
CHRISTMAS
AROUND
THE
WORLD/HOUSE OF LLOYD • Home
base party plan. Hiring pos1bons lor
19961all season. Worll on commission,
free traimng. serious calls 800-264·
2166.
DRIVERS • Solos, teams, gradl. Top
pay to start loaded or empty . Pay 101
expenence. Beneftts. <101K. Assigned
equipment. 22, COL 'A' 800-633·0550.
7 days. ext EC·7.
FRIENDLY TOYS & GIFTS - Has opentogs 101 dealers. No cash investment!
FantastiC toys. Exclusive g1fts. home
decor, Christmas items Ca!r for catalog
and information. 80().~75 A/Students/OIO·Looking for the nght job w~h
DRIVERS • COL Class top pay and
benefits? Let us find it t01 you. CaU Dri·
ver Bridge, 800-528-668-4.

DRIVERS, OTR TRACTOR/TRAILER

FOR SALE
Comic books over 500 Marvel, DC and
Independents from 19708 end 19080s
and Board Wargames for sala. Call
527·5137
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches.
Cadillacs, Chevys. BMW's, Corvettes.

Also Jeepa, 4WD'a. Your Area. ToOlFree J.II00.898-9n8 Elct, A-7508 lor
current llst1ngs.
WETMOAE COLORADO RANCH • 61
beautiful acres. $47,500. Rolling f1elds
and trees wllh panoramic v1ews of Wet
Mounta1ns, Pike Peak & Greenhorns.
Minutes to lake and nat100al forest
Power and phone. Excellent fmanang.
Can now 719-485.Q656 Red Creek.

A BEAUnFUL CANDLELIGHT • Old·
fashioned wedding. Smoky Mountains
near Ge.Ut.DJ)Urg. Oller!ooklng river,
horse-drawn carriage, cabins. Jacuzzi,
ordained mintsters No test or walling.
HEARTlAND 800-448-8697 (VOWS)

RATES (Firat 20 Words)
With MSU ID: 15~ per word

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE
PHONEI

Deadline.......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m .-4:30 p.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

Without MSU JD: 20e per word

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Without MSU ID: 15e per word

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MAR·
RIAGE • Gatlinburg's Original Wedding
Chapels (Smce 1980). Photography,
musio. nowers. limos, jacuzzi suites.
ltreplaces. Weddings for any budget.
Rev. Ed Taylor 800-346-2n9.
FREEt WEDDING PACKETt • Call
Chapel In The Valley, Gatlinburg. Tenn.
for free intormatlon 10 make your Smoky
Mountain wedding simple. easy and
affordable 800-922-4573.
COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES! •
Smoky Mountain Weddmg Chapels.
Rustle log, elegl¥1t contemporery For·
mal wear, honeymoon rentals, photos.
music etc. Very affordable and beauli·
lui Free info. 800-262-5683.
ROMANTIC WEDDINGS IN GA Tl.IN·
BURG AREA • Simple yet elegant
Clulstlan weddingS starting at $129 .
Aowers. photographs, lodgong avail·
able . 888-428-9996. Toll free.
PIGEON FORGE WEDDING CHAPEL
- The Wedd•ng Professionals Tradition
southern weddings. No blood test or
wa1ting . Romantic memories to last a
lifetime This can be fun! B00-408.S5n.
ROMANTIC CANDLEliGHT WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountains, ordained
m1nisters, elegant chapel , photographs,
norsls, vtdeos, recaptions, honeymoon
cabins, rnp~aoes. secluded. kitchens,
jacuzzis, special packages . No wa1ting
or blood test. Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
800·933-7464 or 800-WED·RING
AN AFFORDABLE AND PERFECf
WEDDfNGS - In the Smoky Mountams,
with a courteous and professional staff
performing Chrlsban ceremonies. No
blood test, no waiting . 800-619·3397.

MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN- Be mamed
In our magnificent mountaintop chapel

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Ov er 20 Worda
With MSU ID: 10e per word

surrounded by trees & awesome vrews
of the Smoklesl P1geon Forget For
reservations 800·729-4365.
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502+492.8164
50's DECO +Ltd Ed Barbies +Fashion
Flashbacks +Jewelry Antiques +Collectibles
+Student Discounts

your sisters in A"i.A

Don't get left out tn space!
Get your U .5.5. Voyager··

Celehrater
30Yearsot
STAR TREK!

Keepsake Magic Ornament
and the rest of our 1996 STAR
TREK Keepsake Ornaments.
The collect•on includes a
30-year commemorative set,

Mr. Spack'", and Commander
William T. Riker'".

40f K

~~4.207f
~767-0700
g;~

Get

_5TAA 1'1'\EK-

VQYAGEF\.

a

TREK
30 year pin FREE (mail tn offer)
when you buy any 3 STAR

·~
=

TREK ornaments and an
Hallmark greeting card by
November 1, 1996.

-*~

~EADMORE
BOOK-N-CARD ~·
Chestnut Hill a
759-9758

. t.s~A-, Ju.ia-!T

- Yn.e- 11l~l

*Now AVEDA skin care, and body products

H'ili1~~~.~~.~
. ?.~~~:1t
One Hour.................. $35
d/-'toma ~t£am Cfhe'tap}j:

Publicity Chair
2 positions available
Applications due Sept. 1 7 at
noon in the SGA office.
Interviews Sept. 17 at 5 p.m.
in the Tennessee Room.

20 minute Session ......... .. ....... $ 10

'Ja~lafj,_:
Mini. ..... ...... ........ .... . .. $ 15
Basic .......................... $25

c:J'Iaif Carte:
Manicure .... ....................$ 1C
Pedicure .. ............. ... ...... .$20

*computer experience required

The Murray State News
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TICKETS
Continued from Page 1

mit for the new school year
until the fines are paid.
Anita Poynor, bursar, said
most people pay their parking
tickets with little fuss, but on
rare occasions security has
been called to the bursar's
office on the second floor of
Spark's Hall to deal with disgrunllcd students.
"Most of the time when people are mad ' they are mad at
themselves or at Public Safety
for giving them the ticket," she
said. "We just end up catching
the flack for it."
Poynor said students aren't
the only people who end up
spending a great deal of money
to pay parking .fines.
''I've had studen ts collect
$800 to $1,000 in parking tickets," she said. "But the most I
ever remember anyone having
to pay is $1,200, a nd that was a
faculty member."

The sisters of

CAft

...,,,.Qu .•

Sigma Sigma Sigma

Jill

proudly announce their new members

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray

PURYEAR, TN

901-247-5798

Continued from Page 1

when they get pulled over and
cited for running a stop sign or
reckless driving or speeding,
their insurance may go up, or it
could be canceled a ltogether,"
De Voss said. "Most of the time
it's mom and dad who pay for
that insurance nnd in six
months they're going to know
you got a ticket whether you
tell them or not."
University officers have the
same authority as city police
and state troopers. DeVoss
said students often do not
understand that getting pulled
over by University Police is
just as serious as getting
pulled over by any other law
enforcement officer.
Public Safety officers patrol
any property owned by the
University and the streets that
run through the campus.
"We want people to know
that we are here to serve
tHem," DeVoss said. "OUr goal
is to keep this campus and the
·people on it safe."

Stephanie Wallace
Mindi Rubenacker
Becky Nord
Kelly Tucker .
Lori Fletcher
Brandi Gaddie
Mary-Margaret Burton
Jennifer Martin
Christy Cu1nmings
Stacia Elkins
Jamie Sheely
Maria Porter
Autumn Cates
Leigh Ann Shelton
Julie Griffin
Kortney Strautz

Shannon Taylor
Keeley Runyon
Mandy Pentecost
Amber Davis
Stepahnie Keele
Wendy Sturgeon
Kelly Hall
Melissa Wilson
Mindy Reynolds
Rachel Crawford
Ashley Bucy
Danielle Barlow
Ashley Taylor
Beth Johnson
Cara Cothran

Sat., Sept. 7
Dean Hall
Sat., Sept. 14
Big AI and the Heavyweights
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11:00a.m.-11:00p.m..
Bar open until midnight

'lfowu, ~, ~ cuvu

STOP SIGNS

1996

Fine~t in consignment
Welcome .to the ftnist in consignment of
exeptional quality. We invite you to visit and buy
in our attractive consignment shoppes, which
offers quality .fashions for women, men, and
children. Enjoy owning designer clothing at a
fraction of the cost, beutiful and in excellent
condition.

Congratulations
Erin, on a fantastic
rush!

Wear Sak's Fifth Avenue quality at
Sak's Thrift Avenue prices.

The smart alternative clothing
for the entire family.

2 locations
Court Square
downtown

East Main
Cadiz

753-4078

522-7875

Sigma love,
your sisters

The Staff of The 1Vlurray State News wishes the MSU Racers the Best of Luck against the Western Hill toppers

ELCOME .BACK
STUDENTS, FACULTY
& r-------STAFF!
-- -----------------------,
~f.

~~& ~

~*~~~·~/

l

~~~l· .,
....~~"/<>
,.,.

20% OFF
.

STOREWI.DE
with this coupon

(Sale items excluded)

Through October 31

L

------ -- -------------------------~
300 STYLES OF ATHLETIC SHOES

SELECT FROM OVER

Largest Selection of Athletic Shoes
Apparel and Equipment in Western KY
SPECIAL DiscoUNTs Foa TEAMs &: ScaooLS

I
1203
Chestnut St.
Murray

-

SPORTING AOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

I

Hours:
Monday - Saturday
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.·
753-8844

I

